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ABST RAC T

This thesis presents an investigation which examines experimentally the change

in modal parameters of a submerged cantilever due to the existence of fatigue cracks,

through vibrational and near field acoustical measurements. The modal behaviour of an

uncracked cantilever, in air and in various water submergences was also studied and

compared with numerical analysis.

The modal properties of an uncrack ed cantilever plate in air , and in an infinite

water medium were first estimated by solid structure modelling and underwater shock

analysis using a finite clement program called ABAQUS. Ten modes were investigated

for the dry cantilever and three bending modes for the submerged one. The effect of the

depth of submergence of the cantilever on its modal properties was determined

experimentally. It was observed that a maximum lowering in the structure's natural

frequency of 33% occurred in the first bending mode. The damp ing ratios of the

submerged cantilever increased one to six times in accordance with the different modes.

When the ratio of immersion depth to the span length of the cantilev er exceeded 0.4. the

modal properties of the submerged structure tended to be independent of the depth of the

submergence.

In the fatigue lest, a cantilever plate was subjected to a cyclic loading with

constant magnitude in air. Vibrati onal and near field acoustical tests were conducted at

various fatigue cycles both in air and in water. Modal parameter s and normalized

acoustic lntenshles (NAIl were monitored as fatigue cycles accumulated. It was



iii

found thai those modal frequencies (bending frequencies in this study). with wave

propagation directions perpendicular to lhe crack propagation direction were scnstnve

indicators of structural cracking. When the ratio of crack area to the tOl:U cross sectinnnl

area of the plate (nonnalized crack area) assumed 33%. the crack was detectable by a

maximum natural frequency change o f 3-4 % in both the air and the water media. It was

about 17% when the normalized crack area was 57%. 1.5 to 2 times increase in damping

ratios and 3 to 6.7 dB decreases in NAI magnitudes were observed when the nonnalizec.l

crack area exceeded 47%. Fatigue resu lts of the submerged cantilever agreed well with

that of the dry cantilever for all modal frequencies and the lower modal damping ratios.

Modal parameters extracted from the acoustical measurements agreed well with those

from the vibrational measurements made on the submerged cantile ver, and with mosa of

the parameters noted for thedry cantilever. The re were discrepancies of modal damping

ratios for the 2nd and the 6rh bending modes of the dry cantilever .

Tbe frequency response func tions (FRF) and the nearfield acoustical pre~sure

transfer functions (PlF) of the uncracked cant ilever in air were simulated by using

ABAQUS computer program and compared with the experimental results. Mea..ured and

simulated natural frequencies of the dry cantilever plate have good agreements. The

maximum difference was2.67%. Good agreements were also observed between measured

and simulated FRFs for the first four bending modes and PTFs for the 3rd and 4rh

bending modes. The maximum discrepancy of PTf magnitudes was found to be 5.9 dB

fur thePTF magnitude of the fIrst bending mode.
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CHAP TER 1. INTR ODUCTION

Future Canadian oil gas re lated fac ilities will include a number of larg e sec t

p latforms. These structure s reside in an env ironment that subjects,them [0 cyclic stress

re versals of varying magnitudes. ind ucing fatigue cracking at the welded joint s where

st ress concentrations are high. Fatigue cracking is a serious co ncern in thesestructures

as it lead s to a co llapse of jo ints.

Modalanalysis. which is the process of determining the dynamic properties of II

structure eitherby experimentalor mathemat icalmodelling. or by a combination of both,

and subsequently character izing the se propert ies in terms o f the stru ctural modes of

v ibration . has bee n studied ex.tensively by many res earchers (Gomes and Silva , 1990;

Springer and Reznicek. 1994; Silva and Gomes. 1994: andPerchardand Swamidas, 1994)

as a promi sing no ndestructive dete ction technique (NOT). Det ection of fatigue cracks

through acoustic measuremen ts has the potenti al advantage of realizing nondestructive.

non-cont act monitoring of operating structures.

Th e feasibility to extract accurate modal parameters from ne arfield acoustic

me asurements has been investigated by Gu igne er al. (1992). Comparisons were made

by Klein et al. (1994) on natural freq uencies obtained from contact modal testing and non

c ontact nearfield acoustic modal testing for a cantilever beam in air. Dete ction of fatigue

cracks thr ough acoustic measuremen ts is con sidered to be a viable app roach but with

limi ts poorly unde rstood or docum ented. While c urrent stud ies on fatigue detection

techniques concentrate on the detec tio n or local izatio n of fatigue cracks in dry structures.



studies on subme rgedstr uctures ar e urgent ly required. However, only a few studies hav e

investig atedfa tigue crac k identification of underwater structu res (Bud ipriyanto . 1993,and

Silva and Gomes , 1992).

Despite thelimited applica tion to fa tigue crac k detectio n, vibrat ionaland acoustical

properties of he avyfluid- structure coupled systems have been studied e xtensivel y through

vario us methods . Experim ental stu dies o n the infl uence of fluid 0:. structural dynamic

properties were carried o ut by Lin dholm et al. (1965 ), Jezeq ue l (1983 ) and Bud ipriyanto

(1993 ). Numerical analysis of the modal properties of fluid- structu re coupled system s

were carried out by Dow ell and Voss (1963), Everstine (1991}, Iitto uney et at (199 2),

Daddazi o er aI. (1992), and DeRuntz (1989 ). The influences of immersion depths an d

fluid e nvirenmem on the modaJ properties of submerged structures were studied by

Lindho lm et aJ. (1965), Muthuvee rappan e t aI. (19 78,1 919) , andCao (1994) .

In general , current numeri cal and experimental studies have investigated various

metho dologies and techni ques to examine in detai l the vari ous mec hanisms connected

with a fluid-stru cture cou pled vibrat ing sys tem. It was o bserved th at the vibrational

propert ies of su bmerged strucmres maybe independent of the deptho f fluid submergence

if certain cond itions are reached. However, studies on the e ffect of immersion depth o n

structu ral modal parame ters are restricted to natural frequencies. Few studies have

reponed investigations o f nearfield acoustic properties of sub merged structures . nor have

these p ropertie s been use d 10ide ntify the presence of fatigue cracks.



1.1 S cope of The Th esi s

Thi s thesis reports the findin gs of a comprehe nsiveexperimental mvesrigatiun on

detecting fatigue cracks in a subm erged canti lever plate. YfJeorctical studies include

estimation of modal freque nciesof the uncrac kedcan tilever p late in ai r and in wa ter. and

simulatio n of the frequency response functio ns andthe nearfield acoustic pressure transfer

function s of the cantilever plate in air. The influence of imme rsion de p thson the moda l

properties of the submerged c antilever plate was also investigated through

experime ntation. These studies ace presented in seve n chapters.

Chapter 2 gives a literature review of the pre vious studies on topics o f fatigue

crack det ection in solid structures. acoustic modal testing. and hea vy fluid-s tructure

interaction prob lems. A theoretical background to modal analysi s and to acoustic

intensity measure ment techn iques. as well as some pr actical co nsiderati o ns in c o nducting

dynamic testing and data processin g . have been brie fly reviewed in C hapter 3.

S tudies on modal properties of an uncr acked cantileverplate in air and in water

are prese nted in Chapter 4 , which incl ude num erical estimation of natu ral freq uencieso f

the unc racked c antilever plat e in air and in water. An experimental study on the change

of modal parameters due to the change of flu id medium from air to wat er is also given.

Chapter 5 highligh ts the re sults of the expe riments on the change of structural

modal par ameters both in air and in water du e to the presence of fatigue cracks . Natural

frequenc ies, damping ratio s and normal ized acoustic intensities weremon itored at various

fatigue cycles and crack dim ension s. The re sults were compared and discussed .



Numerical simulations of zo om FRF s and PTF s of the uncracked cantilever plate

specime n inair are presented in Ch apter 6; these resu lts are co mpared wi th thos e obtained

from th e experiments in Chapter 5 . Chap ter 7 prov ides a final set of conclusions.



CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE SURVEY

2.1 Previous Studies on Vibrational and Acoustical Properties or
Submerged Structures

St udies on vibrational and acoustical properties of submerged struct ures are

generaJly categorized as acoustic fluid-structure coupled problems. The acoustic fluid

propert ies and the structural vibration properties are closely related to each ot her. The

combined vibrc-acoustic properties aresensitive indicators of the slate of structures.

Th ere are two majo r areas in the study of flu id-structure coupled problems. One

is on the energy-containedsystem, in which the research interest has been focused on the

dynamic properties of submerged structures such as modal frequency, modal damping,

mode shape and harmonic response (Everstine , 1991; Robinson andPalmer, 1990; andFu

and Price, 1987). The other is on (he energy-radiating system, which determines the

acoustic radiation andscattering responses inducedby harmonicexcitation of submerged

structures (Ettcuney et al ., 1992, Daddazio et al.. 199 2; Everstineand Henderson, 1990

and Marcus. 1978).

When examining the dynamic responses of submerged structures, studies have

beenrestricted to responses in the low frequencyregime. The fluidacts asan added mass

to the structure, i.e., the fluid pressure on the wet surfaceis in phasewith the structural

acceleration. Dry mode approximation theory has been developed for this case. This



theory was first introduced by Dowell and Voss (1963) when they investigated the effec t

of a ca vity on the supersonic response of an airc raft panel. The free vibrat ion of a

structure in a coupled system was expres sed as the sum of the in-vacuo modes of the

struc ture. Dry mode theory was applied by Pretlove (1965) to investigate the free

vibration of a rectangular panel in a closed rectangular cavity . Prenove set the expanded

functio ns (dry mode)of the structure to satis fy the fluid boundary conditions indiv idually,

thus reconciling the structure and the fluid boundary requirements.

Taylor and Duncan (1980) and Robi nson and Palmer (1990) extended the dry

mode theory to heavy flu id-structure coupled problems . Taylor and Duncandescribed the

dynamic responses of a generally submerged structure as the sum of the in-vacu o mode

shapes of the structure. All the hydrodyn amic actions including those induc ed by the

motion of the structure, were retained on the right hand side of the equations of motion,

which means the effect of the free surfac e and the three-dimensional fluid flow were

retained in the analysis. Robinson and Palmer deduced the fluid pressure function or fluid

velocity potential by solving the wave equatio n with the unsteady Bernoulli equation

applied at the fluid-structure interface.

Dry mode approximation theory is simple to perform and is useful to solve low

freque ncy, low amplitude vibrational respo nsesof fluid coupled structures. How ever, in

vacuo mode shapes are not eigenfunctions of the coupled system. At higher freq uencies.

the fluid impedance. which is the ratio of fluid pressure to velocity, is mathe matically

complex , indieating mass-like and damping-lik e effects. ntis means that the added mass



· effect is diminished andthe added damping effect is increased. Real modalanalysis is

nolonger validin chis case. Therefore, when acoustic radiation andscatteringof the fluid

coupledstructure is the main concern,wei mode theory should be introduced.

Wet modes of submerged structures were investigated by Bnouney er al. (1992)

as a method for derermin 0 me acoustic radiation and scatteringresponsesinduced hy

harmonicexcitationof a submergedstructure. Wetmodes in the studyby Ettouney et al

were not the complexeigenvectors andeigenvalues of the freevibrationof a structurein

fluid, but were the complexvector componentsof the spatialpart of the freeharmonic

vibration at the forcing frequency of the fluid -structure coupled system. The surface

velocitycould beobtainedby muhiplyingthe wet mode withappropriate coefficients,and

thus the far-field pressurescould becalculated.

Everstineand Henderson (1990) investigated the combineduse of finite element

andboundary element analyses todeal withfluid-structurecoupled problems. The su rface

fluid pressure and the normal velocity of an arbitrary three-dimensional elasticstructure

were calculated by coupling the finite element model with a discrete form of the

Helmholtz surfaceintegralequationof theexterior fluid. Farfieldradiatedpressures were

then calculated from the surfacesolutionusing Helmholtzexterior integral equation.

DeRuntz (1989) combined finite element and boundary element analyses to

investigate the transient responseof a totally or panty submerged suucture due to an

acousticshock wave of arbitrarypressure profile andsource location. The adde~nmess

of the structure. was first calculated using b..nmdary element treatment of Laplace's



eq uation fo r a flow generated in an infin ite, inviscid , an d incompressible fluid by mo tions

of thestru c ture's wet surface (DcRuniz and G eers, 1978). The structural response was

considered to be linear elastic and the mass and stiffness matrices were constructed by

standard finite e lement codes. Doubly asy mptotic approximations were use d to

approxima te both the low-frequency and high-freque ncy motions at the fluid-stru cture

interface. The fluid andstructure eq uations wer e solved separatelyand the results were

computed for ecch time inc rement. The com bination of finite element and boundary

element anal yses would be a suitable technique to deal withthe coupled problems if the

computation time could be reduced by introdu c ing advanced computing techniques.

Instead of invoking finite element analysis, Jezequel (1983) inv estigate d the

possibility of evalu ating the fluid influence on the structural response thro ugh

experimentall y measured natural frequency dat a, for both in vacuo and in contact with

flu id condi tions. The discrete model whichex presses the dynamic behaviou r of the fluid

structure co upled system was obtained through an opt imization procedure.

Tne influence ofimmersiondep th onthe natural frequency of subme rgedstruc tures

were studied by Lin dholm et aI. (1965 ), Muthuveerap pan et aI. (1978), Fu and Price

(1987 ), Bu dipriyanto (1993) and Cao (1994). Lindho lm et al. carried out ex te nsive

experimental studies on the vibrational properties of s ubmerged plates. Different plate

geo metries and fluid immersion depths were in vestigated. Thenatural frequencies of the

SUbmerged plates were found 10 decrease as th e immersion depth increased. How ever,

significant changes occurred onlywhen the sub merged depth was lessthan half th e span



length of the plates. Fu and Price (1987) disc ussed the dynamic characteristics of a

part ially or totally imm ersed vibrating cantilever plate. using a bydroelasuc theory. The

generalized hydrodynamic coefficients were fou nd to reduce rapidly as the plate was

placed further from the free surface. which is in agreement with Lindholm's study.

Muthuveerap pan era1.(19 78) showedthat the first non-dimensional frequency was

always chang ing unti l a certain water depth was reached. The higher non-dimensional

frequencies te nded to beconstant when the immersi on depth ratio, which is the ratio of

immersion depth to the span length of the plate. was 2.75. The influence of the water

depth under the plate and the water volume in the horizontal direction of the cantilever

plate was also investigated by Muthuveerappan et aI. (1979). It was found that the

variation of natural frequencies o f a submerged structure was negligible in a fairly broad

fluid medium . This analysis was conducted by using finite element analysis under the

assumption tha t the acoustic pressure was zero at the free surface and the press ure

gradient, as well, was zero at the interface betwe e n the fl uid and the rigid side walls .

Budipriyan to (1993) studied the change of nat ural frequencies of a deep submerged

canti lever plate. A40% reductio n of natural frequency was observed when the immersion

depth ratio was 0.76. Cao (1994 ) investigated the effect of immersion depths on the

added mass fact ors of a SFSF (S-simply supported , F-Iree) ; and a CFCF (C-clamped . F·

free ) plate. The maximum immersion depth ratio considered was 0.5.

In summary . the vibretional and acoustical properties of submerged structures ha ve

been examined; yet the acoustic behaviours of he avy fluid-structure coupled systems as
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measured from experiments remain poorly understood. Exper imental and numerical

investigations of the effect of immersion depths on the modal parameters of submerged

structures have bee n restricte d to natu ral frequencies only.

2.2 Prev ious Study on Fatigu e Cra ck Detect ion

Fatigue cracks in struct ural elements are usual ly monito red by non-destructive

techniques (NOT) such as visual inspection, magnetic field, thermal contours, X-ray,

strain gauge, laser interferomeuy , acoustic emission and modal analysis (Mannan et aJ..

1994). Studies on acoustic-related NOT methods are briefly rev iewed in the following

sect ions.

2.2.1 Detection of Propagat ing Cracks by Acoustic Emission

Detections of propagating cracks, within solid structures, by sound emission

techniques were investigated by Chishko (1990,1992) and Krylov (19l.l3). Krylov

developed a generalized approach, which analyzed the radiation of sound by cracks of

arbitrary configurations based on Huygens' principle. His paper showed that it was

possible to determine the movement of the edges of a crack under the action of applied

external stresses, and capture the radiations from it. The results indicated thai the

subsequent stages of the intermediate growth of the crack were accompanied by a

sharpening of the direction of the sound waves genera ted by it.

Chishko ( 1992) modelled ihe acoustic emission from an axisynunetrical crack
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growing in an unbounded homogeneous. isotropic elast ic medium. The extensio n of the

crack was interpreted as a process where the fluxes of prismatic dislocation loops within

the volume of the medium were annihilated at the surfaces of the cracks. ucccmpamed

by transitional radiation of sound. Based on this assumption, the space-time

characteristics of the growing cracks and their acoustic emission properties were

determined by the dynamics of the dislocation fluxes in the volumeof the medium. which

in tum , depended on several factors not directly related to fracture kinetics. Tile volume

mobility of the dislocations indirectly influenced the process of the crack growth.

2.2.2 Detection of Fatigue Cracks by Modal Analysis

Theoretical and experimental modal analyses have been carried out by many

researchers such as Gomes and Silva (1990), Springer and Reznicek (1994), Silva and

Gomes (1994) and Perchard and Swamidas (1994), as effective techniques to detect

fatigue cracks through changes of modal parameters. The detection and localization of

cracks in a thick cantilever beam were investigated by Silva and Gomes ( 994).

Significant reductions of natural frequencies were observed on the cracked beam hoth

from numerical and experimental studies. Changes in natural frequencies were used to

predict and locate the position and depth of an "unknown" crack. A theoretical model

was set up for a cantilever beam with a concentrated load at the free end. The cracked

beam was modelled a.s two shorter beams connected through a torsion spring, which

simulated the stif fness of the original beam at the section where the crack existed. Based
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on the knowledge of the ratios of the natu ral frequencies of the cracked/unt racked beam ,

a computer program determined the location and depth of a crack in the structural

element. The computation time of this program would be q uite lengthy for complex

structures. Sometimes these computat ions would be difficult and even impossible. since

the use of a relatively small number of modal parameters yields a rank-deficient set of

equations.

Investigations into the changes of modal parameters of a slender plate with notch

type cracks were carried QUI by Perchard an d Swamidas (1994) . Results showed that the

presence of a crack caused reductions of the natural frequencies for a number of modes,

when the mode shapes exhibited high degrees of curvature in the vicinity of the crack.

This phenomenon . namely , "Th e position of the crack Obviously affccts the modes

differently", was also observed by ether researchers. for example, Springer and Reznicek

(199.1. ), Silva and Gomes (1994). and Meneghetti and Maggiore (1994).

Perchard and Swamidas ( 1994) and Chance er al. (1994) investigated the change

of mode shapes and curvat ures of structures due to the exis tence of cracks. II was

assumed that at the crack location. there wo uld be a characteri stic change in the mode

shape that did not occur in the uncracked model. There fore the modal displacement or

the curvature, which was obtained by differentiation of the mode shapes. could be used

as sensitive indicators of fatigue cracks. eve n for the modes that exhibited very little

frequency shifts. Curvatures obtained from the experimental data in the study by Chance

er aI. were found to be limited in highlighting the presence of cracks. Chen and
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Swamidas (1994) studied the change of mod al paramet ers of a plate wi th a small growing

surface crack. Different methods were compared for their sensitivities til indicate the

presence of a surface c rack. Local strain frequency response funct ion was found to he

a sensitive method for detecting surface cracks.

Springer andReznicek (1994) investigated an appropriate model thatcould he used

to represent the physical properties of a crack. Four linear spring stiffness constants,

name ly. one ax ial spring stiffness constant. two bending spring sti ffness conslants, and

one torsional spring stiffness constant, were used to model the cracked section of a L

section beam. Numerical results showed a much greater reduction in natural frequencies

than that observed from experiments, indicating that some coupling effects in till' actual

beam were not properly represented in the numerical model.

The signal processing part of a fatigue crack identification pr\Jgram is sometimes

called a neural system. A neural system mimics the pattern recognition capability of a

human brain. Based on measured changes of structural modal parameters caused hy

fatigue cracks. the neural system locates and quantifies the changes of mass. stiffness and

damping in a structure. A prerequisite for the usc:of a neural network is that it' must be

trained . Mannan et aI. ( 1994) trained the neural system by structural dynamic

modification (SDM) procedure. which sets up the relation between the modified structure

and the modification in its mass. stiffness and damping matrices. Chance et al. (1994)

showed that mode shapes and curva tures calculated from finite element approaches could

also be used 10 train the neural system. In general. changes of modal parameters. of
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cracked/uncracked structures, obtained fromexperimentaltests, serve as a basic indicator

of physical fatigue cracks in structural elements. However, studies on detection of the

presence of fatigue cracks in submerged structur es are qu ite limi ted. The mechanism in

which a crack influences the modal propertiesof dry and submerged structures requires

further study.

2.3 Nearfield Acoustic Measurements for Fatigue Crack Detection
Application

Traditional modal analysis was carried our through co ntact measurements by

accelerometers or strain gauges, which is inconvenient and sometimes impossiblein the

monitoring of complicated operating structures. Acoustic modal testing and acoustic

~nsitivi lY analysis have been investigated by Guigne et al. (1987 (a), (b), 1989, 1992)

and Okubo and Masuda (1990) as effective nondestructive and non-contact detectors of

fatigue cracks. A conceptual idea of detecting fatigue cracks through acoustic

measurement was introduced by Gutgne et al. (1987a). Analysis of the deformation of

a pan ially cracked welded T-plate was carried out using this methodology by Guigne et

ul. (I987b). The feasibility 10extract modal information from nearfieJd acoustic profiles

was illustrated by Guign6et al. (1992). Vibro-acoustic studies of a cantilever plate were

carried out in air. using the finite element program ABAQUS. The system was modelled

using beam elements and acoustic elements. The structure was excited at a frequency

around one of its natural frequencies. Acoustic pressure variation was investigated in a
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plane perpendicular 10 the surface of the plate along its length. The acoustic pressure

vari ation at the plate surface was observed to be in the shape of the specific bending

mode of the plate . The feasibili ty of extracting modal data from experimentally ohta ined

acousticpressure measurementsand acoustic intensity measurements were also illustrated

by Guign!!et aI. (1992). The relation between the mode shape and the vert ical component

of acoustic intensity was given on a theoretical basis and proved experimentally.

Monitoringchange of structural modal parameters,due to the presenceof fatigue

cracks, throughvibrationaland nearfield acousticalmeasurementswas studied by Klein

et al. (1994). FRF (frequ ency Response function ) and PTF (fressure Iransfcr function )

measurements from accelerometers and microphones. were conducted on a cantilever

beam in air at different fatigue cycles unlit the plate failed. The reduction of natural

frequency was observed from both FRF and PTF measurements.

Dynamic Acoustic Intensity Scanning (DAIS) (Guigne et aJ.• 1989). or Nearlield

Acoustical Holography (NAH) (Hal lman et al.• 1994) were also used to detect acoustic

sources or sinks in light or heavy medium. Guigne et aJ. (1989) studied a DAIS

technique for its potential capability of detecting fatigue cracks of submerged structures.

A plate was put into a cylindrical water tank . Acoustic intensities at different locations

near the plate surface were measured by using a pair of hydrophones. Measuremems

from repeated tests showed good agreement . indicating that it is possible to detect fatigue

cracks through a DAIS type of technique. Hallman et aI. (1994) used the NAH technique

to locale sources in a full enclosure with hard, rectangular walls. An aluminum plate was
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excited mechanically by a point force. and the velocity of the plate surface and the

acoustic imensity ncar the plate surface were reconstructed using the NAH technique.

Experimental results showed that the acoustic energy entered and left the vibrating system

through the driven pointand the leaks (loosemountings of the plate) at low frequencies.

At higher frequencies, the effect of the leaks became dominant. Th ese leaks were

detected as sources or sinks of acoustic energy on the plate surface . The results showed

promise in detecting structural cracks (leaks) by the sink or source effect of the normal

acoustic intensity measured or reconstructed.

2.4 Summary

In summary, the vibration and acoustic properties of submerged structures have

been studied. Studies on the influence of immersion depths on the natural frequency of

submerged structures have been explored. Reports on the effect of immersion depths on

damping ratios of submerged structures are however limited. Detection of structural

fatigue cracks through vibro-acoustics is considered feasible in experiments and

advantageous in practice. Currently reported studies focused mainly on fatigue crack

detection of plate structures in air, Hence the studies presented in this thesis focus on the

detection of fatigue cracks in submerged structures through vibrational and nearfield

acoustical measurements. The influences of immersion depths on both natural frequencies

and damping ratios of a submerged cantilever plate were investigated with regards to the

first ten structural modes. A numerical study considered the vibrational and nearfield
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acoustical properties of the uncracked cantilever plate in air medium.



C HAPTE R 3. MODAL ANALYSIS THEO RY

Structural modes are represented by their natural frequencies. damping ratios and

mode shapes in a mod al analysis. The basic aspects of a mod al analysis include three

parts: I ) mathematical modelling, using different assumptions about the vibrating

systems such as single:degree or multi-degree systems, undamped or damped systems etc.,

2) modal tesring, using various testing techniques and signal processing methods to

obtain frequency response functions of the structure; and 3) modal parameter extraction

that serves as a bridge 10 link the mathematical model and the modaltesting data. Simple

or co mplicated software is involved in the idemificalion process, wh.ich extracres modal

parameters of the structure. A brief review is given in the following sections on various

aspects of mod al analysis. w ith an emphasis on those aspects used in this study.

3.1 Me themetlcal Model

Experimental modal analysis is so closely related to vibration theory that

mathematical modelling becomes a basic part of the process. The system modelled is

assumed to be linear. time-invariant. and satisfies Bent-Maxwell's reciprocity theory.

3.1.1 Single DegrH- or-Fr eedom (S DOF) Mod el

The simplest mathematical model of a dynamic system is a slngle-degree-or

freedom model; the practical system is modelled as a spring-mass system with hysteric
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or viscous damping . The governing equat ion is:

mX(t ) +cx (t ) ..kx Lt.] " f( t )
(3.n

where m, c. and k are the mass, damping and stiffness of the system. Taking Laplace

transform of Eq uation (3.1) and assumi ng the initial displacement and veloc ity of the

system to bezero. the transfer function of the vibrating system can be obtained as:

H(s) _s · !i!l.. __s·_
F(s) msz"'cs +k

(3.2)

where s ::: (J + j ro is the Laplace variab le; and F(s) and X(s) are lhe Laplace transforms

of the input force and the output response. H(s) rep resents differen t respo nse quantities

in measure ments when a is assig ned diffe rent values . It is a displaceme nt transfer

function or receprance when a = 0, II velocity transfer function or mob ility when fl =I,

and an acceleration transfer funct ion or inenance when a :::2. When (he system is

excited by a sinusoidal force, the transfer functio n H(s) is called freq uency response

function or FRF , and for the case of receptanc e it is :

(3.3)

where FUm) and X(jW) are the fourie r transforms of the force and disp laceme nt signals .

It is clear thai HUw) is complex in nature due to the existence of dampi ng in the

For a syste m with viscous damp ing, the Nyqu ist plot of the mobility function
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yOW} = jw • HOw) represents a modal circle. Its equation is:

[ Re (Y) - 1 j2 +[ Im (Y) ]2= ( 1 ) 2
1C 1C

(3.4 )

Equation (3 .4) forms the foundation of vario us curv e-fitting methods used to extract

modal paramet ers from experimentally measured data.

The SOOF model stated above is useful because it is a principalanalysis that can

be adopted to the analysis of a multi-degree-cf-freedcm (MDOF) system. It is applicable

to the analysis of a MOOF system when the vibration modes of the system are relatively

separated between each other.

3.1.2 Multi Degree.o r.F reedom (MDOF) Model

A MOOF model can beexpressed as:

(mJ{l<(tl} . (c ] lx (t) }. (k ]lx (til-I' ( t il (3.5)

Following similar procedure s described for the SOaF system, the displacement transfer

function of a MDOF system can be expressed as :

(H(s ») " (B(s ) j -l . wher e [B (s ) ) - s 2[m]+s [ c]+{k]

The frequency response function matrix (HUm)] is obtained by replacing s with jooin



Equation (3.6) and is given by:

[H \j lo)) J =[ B(j (,)) J - l ·be(t(~(~l~) 1 13.71

where l AOw)] is the adjoin! matrix of {B(jw» . and Det[B(jto)J is the determinant of

(B(jw)]. The natural frequencies w, (r- 1.2.3•...) of the system can be obtained by selling

the determinant of [B(jto» to zero:

Combining Equations (3.7) and (3.8). the following condition is deduced :

[BU"'.)) IAU"'.)]=[O]

(3.H)

(3.9)

Matrix [AGro.)] in Equation (3.9) contains information about the eigenvectors of the

system. To illustrate this. consider the homogeneous form of Equation (3.6):

lBU"'.)) [' .1=101 1'=1,2•...•0 (3. 10)

where (XGw)l has been replaced by (x.l to indicate the satisfaction of the homogeneous

condition; to, and Ix.) are the rlh natural frequency and eigenvector. respectively.

Comparing Equations (3.9) with (3.10). it is clear thai anyone column of matrix lAGro,)!

is proportional to the eigenvector Ix,I for the same order of natural frequency.

The transfer function in Equation (3.7) can further beexpressed as a linear sum

of the modal responses of the structure:
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Equation (3. l ll or (3. 12) is the mathematical model for a linear MDOF system with

general viscous dampin g, where w,. is tt'.e tth complex frequency, and Is.) is the rrh

eigenvector 1x,1 nonnaJized with respect (0 the massmatrix (m). It can be shown that

matrix (A(j<o)J in Equation (3.7) is a syrrunetric matrix. In practicalmeasurements. only

one row or one column of matrix {A(jfll)) needs 10 be measured to detennine the

eigenvectors compk tcly.

The physical meaning of [H(jm}) can funher be stated as:

(3.13)

where FtUoo) is the Fourier transfonn of the excitation force acting at point k of a

structure; and X;(jCil) is the Fourier transform of the response measured at point i of the

struct ure. The reciprocity of the system ensures that HoIl(jCl) ",HtJ(jOO).
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If a system ts proponionaJly damped . it will S3lis(y: [li.llm)"1[c] = Icllml.. [k] .

A simple decouplcd form of EqUlllion (3. 12) can be obtainn1as:

(3. 14)

where ro,is the rth undampedfrequency. ~ is the rth damping ratio of the system. and

ls.l is the rth real mode vector nonnalized to the rlh principal mass. Equation (3.4) and

(3.1 1) throug h (3.14) are the basic mathematical mode ls that are widely used in practical

modal parameter extraction procedures.

3.2 Modal Testing

1be objective in modal tests is 10 obtai n s\.lUctural response functions, whic h are

used as inputs in themodal parameterexuaet ion process.. Various kinds of excneuon and

data process ing methods have been used 10 obt ain accura te measureme nt data. and they

are briefly reviewed in the followin g sub-sect ions.

3.2.1 Cho ice of EXc:lta tlo n Signa l

Different measurement techniques are closely related to differentexcitation signals

such as fast-sweep sine and pseudo-random signals. In a fast-sweep sine excitation. the

system is excited by a sine signal witha sweeping frequency and the linear response of

thestructure is measured. It is imponant to maintain a propersweep rate 10 eliminate the
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dlstorncn effects of FRFs in these tests. In a pseudo -random excitation. a "periodic

random" signal, whi ch consist s of a mixture of magn itudes and phases of vario us

frequency co mpone nts is used to excit e the struc ture, and the responses o f all freq uency

components are measu red at the same lime. A "pseudo- random" signal may be adju sted

to satisfy ce rtain requ irement s such as equal energy at each frequency orland exact

periodicity in the analy zer band width, to effectively reduc e the leak age and aliasing errors

usually encountered in discrete signal analyses.

3.2.2 Measurement or Tra n srer Funetlons Irem Power Spedral Analysis

The acceleration or aco ustic pressure res ponse of a structure excited by a random

signal f(t) can be writ ten as a random process X(I), where ((I) and x(t) are assumed 10be

er godic for a stationary random excitation. The properties of thes e random processe s can

be represent ed by their correl ations Ru (t) or R.n<t) in th e time domain and their power

spectral den sities 5 .. (00) or 5 n<oo) in the frequen cy dom ain. The frequency response

function of the system H(CI) is related 10 the spectral density of the input and output

signals by:

(3 .1S)

The above equation doe s not contain information about the phase of the transfer function.

In practical analyzers such as a B&K 2032 dual channel analyzer . a FRF is defined by

the cross spectral densit y of the two channels . If chan nel A represent s the force input
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( I) and channel B represents the response xtu, the FRF can then be written as :

" . ( 101) .. S",, ( lol}
s:;TWr

13.16)

(3.171

where SU<OJ) is the one-sided, real valued ensemble average of the squared magnitudes of

the one-sided instantaneous complex spectrum as shown in Equation (3.18).

(J .IS )

The cross spectrum between the fort e and response signals is the complex ensemble

average of the complex product of the complex conjugated one-sided instantaneous

spectrum F'(ro) of force and the one-sided instantaneous spectrum X (W) of response:

(3.t 9)

A one-sided spectrum is double the value of the two-sided insta- .aneous spectrumat the

positive real frequency axis and zero al the negative real axis.

In practice, the choice of Hj or Hz in Equations (3.16) and (3.17) depends on the

influence of noise. If the input signal is more prone to noise. for example. in the case of

resonant measurements, Sn<w)will giveerroneous results,and HI will be the appropriate

choice. If the output is more prone to noise, as in the case of anti-resonant or acoustic
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measurements.S.. (£Il) will be erroneousand HI will be the proper choice. The presence

of noise is verified by the coherence function. which is defined as:

(3.20)

where 0 <}'r/( O) <: I.

3.2.3 Dlgilal Signal Proc es sing T echniqu es

Due to the truncation anddiscretization of measured signals, errors are introduced

in theestimations of FRFs, which include aliasing and leakage. Most analyzers have built

in methods to provide for proper compensation. A brief reviewabout these problems and

compensation methods are given in the following sub-sections.

3.2.3.1 Aliasing

Aliasing is the result of a low sampling rate in an AIDconversion procedure. The

frequency component thai is higher thanthe Nyquist frequency will be reflec!cd back into

the corresponding lower frequencyrange,causingspurious resuas. Toovercomealiasing,

an anti-aliasing low pass filter was automatically installed in the B&K 2032 analyzer.

However. a rejection range or (0.5- 1.0) (ro,l2) is still recomme nded by Ewins (1984),

where to, is the sampling frequency in the measurements.

3.2.3.2 Leakage

leakage is caused by the use or a finite length of time history in signal analysis

and by the assumption that the datil. ate periodic in thai finite length. As a result the
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spectral magnitude is reduced in the vicin ity of the true frequency vulue and spread over

the adjacent frequencies. To overcome leakage, weighting functions, or windows. arc

used to modify the time domai n signals. Different types of windows are available in

practical analyzers, for exam ple. Cos ine Taper, Hanning, Resse l, Flat top and Force

windows.

3.2.3.3 Zoom

In structures with light damping, resonant peaks are vel}' sharp. Zooming of the

frequency spectrum within a narrow frequency band is needed to ob tain accurate

estimations of modal damping ratios. In order to el iminate the energy outside the

interested frequency range, the excitation should also be banded if zoo m is applied.

When measurement quantities are not transfer functions, recalling of the weighted data

is needed to compensate the attenuation of the signal by the application of the window.

3.2.3.4 Avera ge and Overla p Average

Averaging of the processed da ta is required when random or dynamic signals are

processed to extract characteristic parameters. The number of averages required is

governed by the statistical reliability and the removal of spurious random noise from the

measured signals. Overlap average is another feature of modem analyzers. Overlap

effectively reduces the data length needed in the measurement. It also produces a

smoother spectrum than would be obtained if each data sample is used only once.
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3.3 Modal Para meter Extraction

For a generally dampedMDOFsystem.the relation between a FRF obtained from

experimentation and that obtained from a mathematical model is :

where the summation from 0 1 to " 2 is the modal response in the interested frequency

band; and the quantities M.R;~ and K.R,k are the inertia and the stiffness residuals of the

response. which reflect the influences of the modes below and above the interested

frequency band and are usually treated as constants. In the vicinity of a natural mode,

the lotal frequency response of a structure is assumed to bemainly contributed by (he

modal response of thaI mode. According 10 the treatment of the influence from O~t

modes, modal parameter extraction methodscanbedividedas SDOF methods andMDOF

methods.

3.3 .1 SDOF meth ods

The simplest SDOF method is the Peak-Picking method, which assumes that a

FRF is only contributed by the nh modal response in the vicinlry of the rlh mode.

Ther efore. Equation (3.14) becom es:

(3 .21)
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The modal parameters of the rth mode can be extracted as follows:

I . The frequency thaI correspond s to the peak magnitude ofthe FRF is [he es timated

natural frequency <0,;

2. The damping ratio ~r is related to the frequencies 00.and ~ as:

where OJ. and 0\ are the hal f-power points of the FRF magnitude spectru m.

3. The rth mode shape is obta ined from Equation (3 .21) as :

(3 .23)

The sign of the modal vector can be obtained by comparing the relative phase difference

of Hik(ro,) when i and k lake different values. The Peak-Picking me thod is a rough

estimation because it does not consid er the influence of other modes and uses da ta r~l1'l

a small number of measured data poi nts.

The most widely used SOOF method in practice is the SDOFcurve-fitting method.

In the vicinity of the rth mode. the influence from other modes is ass umed to be a

complex constant BI/:" Equation (3.21) becomes:

(3.24)

The first part of Equation (3.24) satisfies Eq uation (3.4) and is a mod al circle in the
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complex domain. Modal parame ters can then be extracted in the follow ing steps:

The frequency that corres ponds to the maximum rate of swe ep of the arc ar the

successive meas ured poin ts near resonance is the rth natural frequency .

The dam ping ratio can be obtained by the following equation:

(3 .25 )

where !Il. and ro.. are two angular frequenci es on either sides of angular frequency fil" and

a, and 9. are angles shown in Fig ure 3.1. In practice ~f is obtai ned by choosing differe nt

sets o f 00,and 0\ and by averag ing the results obtained from Equati on (3.25 ).

1mloci
Re lee)

_._-t----- --

Figure 3.1 Nyquist eleele
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3. The rth mode shape is related 10 the di ameter ( Olio' ) of t he Nyquis t circle by:

13.16)

3.3 .2 MDO F Methods

If modal frequencies o f a struct ure are veryclosely coupled, MDOF methods ere

requi red. The simplest MDOF method is the exte nsionof theSOOF curve-fillingmet hod.

A more det ailed influence of modal response from other modes is cons idered in the

vici nity of the rth mode. Equ ation (3 .14) is expressed as:

(3.21 )

The second tenn in Eqt'aticn (3.21) re presents the influence of the other modeson the rlk

modal response.

The SOOF and MDOF method s mentioned above arcused in real modalanal ysis.

which assumesproportional structural damping. If the structural damping is of general

case, complexmodalanalysis hasto be carried OUI. Naturalfrequenciesand eigenvectors

of the structure will be comp lex in nature.

Time domain methods . such as Complex ExponentialMeth od and Abraham Time

Domain Method. have been used to deal with complex modal analysis . A detai led

discu ssion of these methods can be found in Ewins' book ( 1984) or Perchard and
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Swamidas 's overview(1990) .These methodsmay give spurious modes in theestimations,

and the computa tion time would be quite le ngthy (o r handling practical problems .

3.4 Ac oustical Measurement to Extract Modal Paramete rs

Acoustic in tensity is the amo unt of acousticen e rgy pass ing throug h a unit area per

second. Its unit is joule per square ce ntimetre persecond. The measure ment of acoustic

intensity involves measuring the time-avera ged sound intensity:

(3.28)

where r represen ts the me asureme nt position , p and u are the acou stic press ure and

velocity respective ly. The accuracy of intens ity meas urement is limited by the accurate

measurementof panicle velocity u.

C rossspectrummethod was proposed byChug andPope (1978) and Fahy (1977)

to measuretheaco usticinten sity. Two pressure signals.which are measured from closely

spacedmicrophones, are used toestimate the acoustic intensity I, andin tensityspectrum

l,(OJ) at the midpo int by the following equations:

(3,29)

(3,30)

whereSIl,P,(W)is the one-sided cross spectrum between pressure signalPI and Pl ' .toris the
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micro phone spacing, and Pr is the density of the fluid medium. A simple verification of

Equat ion (3 .30) is given as follows.

The acoustic intensity slated in Equation (3 .28) is the cross correlation R",,( t ) of

press ure and particle velocity when t equals to zero. R,..(O) can be expressed as :

", d

I r (w) =Re [S",, (w) 1

(J .3D

(3.32)

If the acoustic pressure P. and the velocity II , of a spatialpoint r is approximated by two

sig nals PI and PI , which ate closely positio ned near point r . as:

then the correspo nding Fourier transforms are:

Pr ( W)" [ P1( CaJ) ; P 2 «(Ill I

Ur ( CaJ) .- ) CaJ:
f
Ar [P2( foI)- P1(w))

(3 .34)
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Ass uming, P,(w) ;: P,. + j PI, and PilJ) = PJt + j PlI , the acoust ic inlensity spectrum

can be obtained from Equation(3.321as:

(3.3.5)

According to Equation (3.19), the crossspec trum5'1 ,, (11)) of pressure signalsP I andPI can

be obtained as:

Comparing Equations (3.35) and (3.36), it is Cound that :

(3.37)

To reduce errors related10the measurement, the two microphone positions have

to be very close ly matched compared with lite acoustic wave length of the interested

frequency, Le•• ~AC « 1. where It,E WCtis the acoustic wave number and c, is the sound

speed in the Fluid medium. This condition is relatively easier to besatisfied for intensity

measureme nt in water medium, because the speed o f sound in water is much faster than

that in air. In fact, the hydrophone spacing bas to be extended 10 reduce the error of

phase-mismatch between the two byd!'o?honemeasurement channels.

The phase mismatch error is caused by the phase mismalc:b between the two
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microphone s or hydrophones. amplifiers. and filters in the two measurement cha nnels.

A circuit-switching technique can be invoked to elim inate this error. The correc ted

formula to estimate the acoustic intensity spectrum is:

(3 .38)

where HI and HI are thefrequencyresponse functions of the first andsecondmicrophone

channels. respectiv ely .

The phase mismatch error is directly caused by the use o f two d ifferent se ts of

microphone channe ls. Petterson (1979) impr o ved the method by using only one set of

microphone system . One microphone moves from poin t to point. with phase referenci ng

to the drivin g system. A separate sensor such as an acce lerometer or another microphone

can be used as a ph ase reference. The sound intensity specuum is then calculated as:

(3 .39)

where S.. is the auto-spectrum of the reference signal. S". is the cross spectrumbetween

the pressure signal at firstposition and the reference signal. and SP:zI is the resultwhen the

pressure signal from the moved position is used. By setting up a reference signal, this

methodremoves the strict requirement of phase-match between the two microphone cha
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n nels. Th e measu rement accuracy is actually controlled by the moving distance of the

microphone.

In order 10 set up common reference for com parison between differen t tests,

Guig ae et al, (1992 ) further derived the normaliz ed acou stic intensity spec trum, w hich is:

If thestructure driving force C(t) is used asthe reference signal. Equation (3.40) becomes:

(3.41)

where H9rf (w) and HlIlf (00) are the pressure transfer functions (PTf) measured at two

points separated by distance Jl.f , and they can be expressed as:

where p.(ro) and P1(ro} are the Fouri er transform of PI and PI and F(ro) is the Fourier

transform of the driving force ( t). Equation (3.41) is usefulin acoustic modal anal ysis

where the dri ving force varies with different re sonant modes. Th e construction of mode

shape. howe ver, requires the driving force to be constant throughout the tests.



CHAPTER 4. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF AN UNCRACKE D
CANTILEVER PLATE USING FINITE ELEMENT
ANALYSIS (FEAl

4.1 Estimation of Modal Parameters by FEA

Finite element analysis (FEA)was carried out to estimate the natural Frequencies

and mode shapes of an uncracked cantilever plate specimen in air and in water, using a

software called ABAQUS. developedby Hibbiu, Karlsson & Sorensen Inc. (ABAQUS

manual, 1994 ). The first ten modes were determined for the cantilever plate in a ir.

Natural frequ encies of the submerged cantileve r plate were estimated hy using the

underwater shock analysis (USA) program incorporated in ABAQUS. Only the Iirst three

bending modes were computed.

4.1.1 The Ca ntileve r Plale Specimen

Figure 4.1 shows thegeometry of a cantileve r plate specimen. A stub was welded

near its clamping end 10 simulate a "Tejoim". wh ich is an accepted structural unit for

tests. The plate was made of mild steel with a mass density of Qs = 7860 kglm'. a

Young's modulus of E = 2.01 X 10" N/m' and a Po isson's ratioof v =0.3. The physical

properties of the water medium. used in the nume rical simulation are al a temperature

of Tr=20"C. a mass density of Qr=998 kglm' and a sound speedof cr=1450 mls.
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Figure 4.5 Mode shapes orthe unc:rac:ked c:antllever plate In air
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Figure 4.5 (cont. ) Mode sha pes or the uncracked cantilever pla te In a ir
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Figure 4.5 (cont. ) Mode lib. pes of the uDuuktd cant lln er plate In aIr
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Figure 4.5 (cont.) Mode shapes of the uncracked cantilever plate In air

4.1.1 Modal Parameters of tbe Cantilever Plate In Air

S8RS shell element, shown in Figure 4.2, was used 10 model the plate. Th is is a

8 noded doubly-curved shell element with five active degrees of freedom per node.

namely three displacements and two in-plane rutauons. The cantilever plate was first

modelled without considering the weld stub; 200 elements were used as shown in Figure

4.3. Natural frequencies and mode shapes of the cantilever plate in air are shown in

Table 4.1 and Figure 4.5 respectively for the first ten modes. In a second case, the weld

stub was modelled by an additional 20 S8RS shell elements as shown in Figure 4.4.

Table 4.1 shows the natural frequencies of the cantilever plate with the weld stub. The

mode shapes are almost the same as that shown in Figure 4.5.
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4.1.3 Underwater Shock Ana lysis (USA)

Whena structure is submerged in weer. its dynamic properties are influenced by

the coupling motion of the fluid. The influence is usually categorized into two aspects,

vts., Inc added mass and the added damping of the structure caused by the deformation

of the fluid surrounding it. As a result, the modal parameters of the coupled fluid-

structure system are different from thai of the dry structur e. Unde rwater shoc k analysis

(USA) program, available in ABAQUS. was used to investigate the changes in natural

frequency and damping due to deep submergence of the structure. A smooth cantilever

.:'. 'D3
~2 1 2

Figure 4.6 A S4RS shell element Figure 4.7 An USI4 bounda ry element

plate was used in the USA modelling . S4R5 shell elements, which are four noded shell

elements with five active degrees of freedom per node as shown in Figure 4.6, were used

to model half the cantilever plate. Symmetric boundary conditions were applied along

the central line of the cantilever plate. USl4 elements. which are four noded boundary
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elements as shown in Figure 4.7. were used to modelthe fluid medium. USI" elements

coupled the structural vibration with that of an infinite fluid mediu m hy :I doub ly

asympto tic approximation (OAA). "Doubly asymptotic approximations are differential

equations for the simplified analysis of the transient interaction be tween a flexible

structure and a surrounding infinite medium" (Geers, 1978). The first order

approximationOAAl was given in classical matrix notation by DeRuntz (1989) as:

(4.1)

where {M,] is thesymmetric fluid mass matrix, (p.1 is the scattered-wave pressurevector,

p, and cf are mass density and sound velocity of the fluid, respectively, (Ar) is the

(diagonal) malrix of fluid areas. and {J1.1 is the vector of scattered-wave flu id velocities

normal to the structure's surface, which is coupled10 the structure's response by:

(4.2 )

where [0]1 is lhe transformationmatrix Ihat convens the structural velocities IxI into

normal surface velocities at the centroid of each fluid element and Iull is the fluid

incident velocity.

An acoustic impulse excitation was applied to the centre of the cantilever plate's

free end. This simulated an explosion occurring in the z-axis far from the cantilever. The
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distancebetweenthe explosion source (or charge) 10the location of the charge standorr.

i.e.. the centre of the free end of the cant ilever, \113$ given 3.\ 9999 10 approxtmate tbe

source wave as a plane wave. The pressure profile at the charge stand off was a step

function with a magnitude of 1.0. The charge was released at 0.00075 second and the

free response of the submergedcantilever plait was calculated at 16384 time increments

with a fixe d time interval of 0.000025 second . The free vibra tion displacement at the

centre point of the cantilever free end is shown in Figure 4.8. Fast Fourier transform

(FFT) of the free displacement response was obtained by using computer program

MATLAB. The power spectrum of the free response was then calculated and is shown

in Figure 4.9. The peakfrequencies in Figure 4.9 are also tabulatedin Table 4.1. The

cho ice of lime interval and time increments in the analysis is a comp romi se of data

qual ity and computatio n time. Whil e small time intervals could catc h high frequency

components .in the freq uency domain , they also increase the computation time and

decrease the frequenc y resolution. Tbe freq uency resclcncn in Figure 4 .9 is 2 .44 Hz.

Table 4 .1 Nalura l rrequent}' or Ibe uncracked cantllenr rrom r EA esllmatlon

Mode 1. 2. Il 3. 21 4. 3. 4t s. ..
lC. (Hz) 25.84 1613 165.1 451.8 :516.2 885.2 926.1 1424 14:55 1708

Air IC.,{Hz) 25.87 161.4 165.4 4:51.8 :517.0 884.4 927.1 1424 1452 1708

Water l£wCHz) 17.08 112.3 336 .8

I f.. If., : natural frequencies of the uncracked cantilever in air witooucand with the weld stub

2 f. : natural frequency of tbe unooth cantileverin Wi ler .
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4.2 Experi mental Study on Modal Propert ies or the Uncrac ked
Cantilever Plate in w ater

4.2.1 Set-up a nd Mu sur rmrn t System

The experiment wa.sconducted in a 12xI2,;13.5 it deep lank. An J-beam of height

1673 mm was fixed onto a II OOx650x300 rom concrete block to simulate a rigid base.

The cantilever plate specimen shown in Figure 4.1 was clamped to the top of the I-beam

with a cover plate and four bolts. each tightened wi th a 250 It-lb torque. The cover plate

was also clamped to the l-Beam alone with another four bolts. each tightened with a ISO

ft-lb torque.

The cantilever plate was excited by a point force acting at the ce ntre of its free

end. A Kistler MOD 912 force transduce r was used to acquire the excita tion signal. A

B&K 4809 exciter was anached to an aluminum lube. which in tum, was cl amped through

an aluminum clamping system to a steel frame that sat on the lop of the deep tank. A

hollow stainless pushrodand a steel stinger connected thevibration exciter and the force

transducer. Theoverall set-up is shown in Figures 4.10 and 4.11. The exciter-hanging

system was designed 10 provide sufficient dynamic stiffness in the vertical direction. The

clamping frame also allowed the exciter to be adjusted ill three displacement directions

and three rotational directions. This allowed lite precise alignment adjustments between

the central line of the exciter and that of the force transducer. The pushrod was designed

in view of varying the water depth above the cantilever plate specimen.

Randomand pseudo-random excitations were usedin the acceleration and acoustic
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Figure 4.11 A photo or the experimental set-up
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Figure 4.12 Measu rement system

measurements. respectively. The excitation signal was generated by a B&K 2032

analyzer. amplified by a B&K 2706 amplifier and then output to a B&K 4809 exciter .

This signal gave a point random exc itation to the free end of the cantilever plate. The

force signal was acquired by a Kistler MOD 9 12 force transducer. amplified by a B&K

2635 charge amplifier. and Inputted into the analyzer for spectral analysis.

The responses of the fluid-structure coupled system were acquired through

vibrational and acoustical measurements. The accelerations and nearnetd acoustical

pressures of the plate wert captured by B&K accelerometers. microphones and
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hydrophones in air and in water. The microphone respon ses were amplified by the:built

in pre-amplifying system. and the acceleration andhydrophone signals were amplified by

B&K 2635 charge amplifiers before being inputted mtc the anal yzer for spectral analysis.

The measurement system is shown in Figure 4.12.

4.2.2 Ca libra tiun of Tra nsd ucers

4.2.2 .1 Ca libralion of Accelerometer!

The calibration ofaccelerometers were carriedout by using a dedicated B&K 4291

calibrator and a B&K 2032 analyze r. When the cal ibrator was properly adjus led

acco:rding to the weight of the accelerometer. it gave a standard acceleration output. The

root mean square (RMS) valuc of its autospecuum equalled 71n mls1
• which was

monitored by the analyzer. Figure4.13 (a)and Table 4.2 showsthe calibration set-up and

resuhs, The measured ou tputs and the reference outputs were in good agreement.

indic,lling tha t the se nsitivity factors of (he eccelercmeters were very stable.

4.2.2.2 C.llbrat'')n or Force Tra nsd ucer

The calibrat ion of the force transducer was conducted through a reference

cal ibration procedure. The calibrated accelerometer was used as a reference. The

calibration setup is shown in Figure 4.13 (a ). A series or standardized weights were

added to the calibra tor. Both the accele romete r and the force tran sducer were mounted

o n the output of the calibrator. When the calib rator was properly adjusted according to
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( 0 )

( b )

(, )
(0) : Accelero meter &: Force Transducer
(b) : Microphones
(e) : Hydrophones

Figure 4.13 Ca lib ration set -up

the total mass of the calibrating system, it gave a standard acceleration :t..lequal to 7.07

ms·1 RMS value, which corresponds to a voltage output of 223.5 mV given the specific

scale setting of the charge amplifier for the reference accelerometer. The total mass

included the mass of the accelerometer m..x. the moving mass of the force transducer m...

and that of the standard weight block tll..l: the output force F""was acquiredby the force

transducer and monitored by the analyzer. The sensitivity of the force transducer Sfcom
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be obtained from Equation 4.3.

(4.3)

where SIO and Vo...., are the temporary setting s of the sensitivity of the force transduce r

and the unit output on the charge amplifier. V... is the voltage output of the measured

force. By changing the standard mass added to the vibrating system, a series of force

outputs can be read QUI and used 10 calcula te the sensiti vity o f the forc e transducer and

its moving mass. The results are shown in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2 Result s of force transducer calibration

Load (g) a.(mV) V_ ( mY) S, (pcJN) m"". (gram)

5 223.54 37.82 ---~

_ _ 0 .

10 223.69 53.48 11.28 4.87

15 223.26 68.48 10 .8 5.62

20 223.32 81.74 9.55 8.64

25 223.72 97.42 11.29 3.86

30 223.34 112.29 10.71 5.56

38 223.57 135.95 10.71 5.56

Average 223 .5 --_.. 10.71 5.72
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4.2.2.3 Calibra tion of Microphones

A B&K4220 pisronpbone and an lntensitycoupler UA0914 wereused to culibrnte

a pair of intensity microphones. The pistcnphone generated a 117.9 dB.. lil ", •• acoustic

signal at 250 Hz. The signal was measured and amplified by the microphone under

calibration. The acoustic signals were taken through an eight channel multiplexer 10 the

analyzer. The linear RMS value of the autcspecuum of the signal was then calculated.

The spectrum was averaged 100 limes in a 0-800 Hz frequency span. 50% signal overlap

and a rectangular window were used to obtain the averaged spec trum. Figure 4. 13 (b)

and Table 4.3 show the calibration setup and results.

Table 4.3 Results of calihra tions of response tran sducers

Transducers
Serial Sensitivity Reference RMS

number factor output output

1342690 0.310 pc!ms·2 223.4 my 223.0 my

Accelerometer 134269 1 0.320 pcJms·1 223.4 my 222.8 my

1335821U 12.0 mvlPa 117.9dB",2O\lh 118.06 dB

Microphone 1335821L 11.5 pclPa I 17.9 dB",h\d'o 117.6dB

Hydrophone 1250163 0.458 pclPa 15 1.76" 1~ 151.59 dB
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4.2.2.4 Ca librallon or Hydrophones

A hydrophone calibrator 4223 with extension units UA0546 and UA0903 were

used10 calibratethe B&K 8105 hydrophones. The calibrator generated a 151.76 dB..11Ih

standard acoustic pressure signal at 254.5 Hz. The signal was acquired by the

hydrophone. amplified by the charge amplifier. and then sent to th e analyze r. The linear

RMS value of the autospectrum was then calculated in a 0-400 frequency span. 50%

signal overlap and a rectangular window were used to obtai n the spectrum. The

callbrutlon ser up and results are shown in Figure 4.13 (c) and Table 4.3 respectively.

4 .2.3 FRF Measurements in Air and in Water

FRF measurements in air and in water were made to obtain a preliminary

understanding of the dynamic propeni es of the uncracked cantilever plate. The modal

parameters extracted from FRF measurements were compared to the theoretical results

fro m FEA. The reliability o f the experimental set-up and the me asurement system was

veri fied.

The modal properties of the submerged structure with vario us submergence depths

were experimentally studied. as it was difficult to extract these pro perties through a FEA.

w ee rdepths were established in accordance with the natural freque ncies and the damping

ratios of the submerged structure.
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4.1.3.1 FRF M~asuremenl in Air

FRF measurements in air were performed in two steps. In the first step. the mode

shapes of the first four bend ing mode . the:4th locsional mode. and the 6 th bending mode

were located by using broad band fRF measurements. Random noise was used 10excite:

the canti lever plate. Acceleration FRFs of the cantilever plate were measured at thc

intersections of a 3·by-9 mesh for the first four bending modes and the 4th torsional

mode, and a 7. by·9 mesh for the 6th bending mode, At each acquisition point. FRF was

collected through three broad band windows, namely, 0-800 Hz. 8QO.. 1600 Hz, and 1600

2400Hz. FRFpeakmagnitudeswere used to constrUCt the mode shapes of thespecimen.

which are shown in Figure 4.14. In the second step. Zoom FRFs were obtained 10

correctly identify thenatural frequencies and damping ratios of the cantilever plate. The

fim six bending mode and the first four torsional modes were investigated. Frequency

resolutions were 62.5 mHzfor the first and second bending modes , 0.25 Hz for the third

to sixth bending modes, and 7.8l, 15.6, 31.3 and 62.5 mHz,respectively, for the first four

torsional modes. The accelerations were measured at 10 positions along the centre line

of the cantilever for the first six bending modes and 3 comer positions for the first four

torsional modes. The FRF data were processed by using a SDOF model. In the vicinity

of the resonant frequency under consideration, the modal response from other modes were

considered to be constant (Equation 3.24). The natural frequencies and damping ratios

of lhe cantilever plate in air are shown in Table 4.4 .
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Figure 4.14 Mode shapes or the cantilev er In air obtalnrd: rrom th e eJ:pe rlmr nls
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Ta b le 4.4 Natural frequenc:les a n d da m pi ng ra t ios (~· lOJl of th e uncracked

cantilever plate obtained from test in air and in water

Immersion depth
l'b 2b l' t 3b 2< 4b 3. 5b 4t 6h

ratio ( dIl )

Freq.(Hz) 25.82 IS8.S 167.2 439.7 517. 857.8 91 7. 1385 1415 1727
Air

Damp.(e·3) 0.53 1.41 Q.41 2.13 0.56 2.46 0.8 1 0.99 0.23

'0 Freq.(Hz) 19.98 124 .5 146.0 344.0 454.0 709 .9 8138 1160 1251 1554

Freq.(Ih ) 19.08 119 .1 140.2 344.0 435.7 681.5 781.1 1124 1200 1491
.02

Damp.(e-3) 1.72 2.64 0.75 4.30 0.59 10.4 1.67 1.46 2.92

Freq.(Hz) 17.29 108.7 132.1 311.6 412.1 632 . 74 1.2 1049 1144 1442
0.2

Damp .(e·) 1.77 2.80 0.93 4.39 0.73 15.8 1.0 2 1.70 3.6

Freq.(Hz) 17.11 107 .8 132.0 309.8 411.9 632.1 740.9 1047 1144 1441
0.4

Damp.(e-3) L80 2.87 0.85 4.87 0.73 12.2 0.99 1.70 4.16

Freq.(Hz) 17.09 107.7 132.0 309.7 4 11.9 632.8 74 1.0 1047 1144 1441
0.5

Damp.(e-3) 1.80 2.76 0.85 5.07 0.72 It .S 0.98 1.69 4.13

Freq.(Hz) 17.07 107.6 132.0 309.6 4 1.9 632.7 740.9 1048 1143 1441
0.6

Damp.(eo 3) 1.84 2.70 0.88 5.14 0.71 11.0 0.99 1.65 5.00

Freq.(Hz) 17.07 107.6 132.0 309.3 41 1.8 632.3 740.5 1048 1143 1441
0.66

Damp.(e·3) 1.88 2.62 0.87 5.14 0.72 11.4 1.11 2.27 5.35

• 0 - in contact with fluid on one side only

tt, • bending mode. t l • torsional mode
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4.2 .3.1 FRF Measus-ements in Water

To determine lhe change of dy namic pro perties of the submerged can tileve r plate

due to fatig ue cracki ng, it is importan t to dist inguish the change in modal param eters

ca used by th e water medium and that by fatigue cracking. Influence of immersion depths

on modaJparameters of the SUbmerged cantileve r plate was inve stigated in this tes t.

Seve n imme rsion dep ths were used. which varied from siructu re-Iluid contact

po sition to a position of maxi mum immersion d epth (d) equal to 4 30 nun or 0.66 I, where

I is ibe span length of the cantilever pl ate. At each immersion depth. zoom FRFs were

ob tained at ten positions along tbecentral line o f the plat e for the first six bending modes

and mree c omer pos itions for the firs t (our torsional modes. The frequenc y resolutions

we re thesam e as those used in airFRF tests. T able 4.4 shows the modal frequencies and

damping rati os of th e submerged cantilever plate for various immersion de pths.

4.3 Discussion

4.3.1 Natural Fr eq uencies of the Unc rack e..! Can!!~ '!"er

Natural frequ encies of the uncrackedcantilever in air,extr ac ted fro m experimental

FRFs and FEA estimations. are compared in thi s sectio n. Figure 4.JS sho ws the natural

fre q uencies estimated from FE A (Tab le 4.1) versus that enr ecte d from the expe riment

(Ta ble 4.4). The FEA result s tend to give s lightly higher val ues for hi gher be nding

mod es. indi cating that the numeri cal model is stiffer Ih lf~: u.~ ac tu al expe rimental
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Figure 4.H5 Experimental and FEA results of natural freq uency of unt racked

eennlever pla te In ai r

specimen. In fael, this stiffeningeffect hascaused aswitchingof modenumbers between

the 5th bending and the4th torsional modes. Le. the 5th bending modal frequency was

higher than the4th torsional frequency inFEA. but opposite results were observed in the

experi ment. The overall agreement betweenexperimentationand theory was considered

10 be very good. The maximumerror wasS%>. which was observed for the 5th ben ding

mode.
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The natural frequencies of the submerged cantilever plate with immersion depth

ratio d1I=O.66, cou ld be compared with those obtained from FEA by using un derwate r

shock analysis as shown in Table 4.1. Good agreement was observedfor the first three

bending modes. The maximum difference was 8.7%, which was observed in the third

bending frequency. Since lower frequencies dominated the energy of the free impulse

response.it wasdifficultto estimate higher modal frequenciesof the submerged cantilever

plateby USA pro gram. The experimental tes ts describe d below overcom e this limi tation.

4.3.2 Ch ange or Modal Parameters due to Water Submerg enees

4 .3.2.1 Natural Frequency

The relative change of natural frequencies.from air10 variousimmersion depths.

were determined and shown in Table 4.5. The natural frequencies of the cantileve r plate

dropped significantlywhen the plate wasjust in contact withthe fluid. Figure4. 16 shows

that the relative decrease in the natural frequency due to submergence of the cantilever

plate was therefore observed to be frequency dependent. The decrease was found to be

greater in the bending modes than in the torsional modes and it decreased as the natural

frequency increased. The change in natural frequency was very small when the

immersion depth ratiod/l exceeded 0.4, where d is the immersion depth and 1is the span

length of the cantilever,
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Immersion depth rallo (dI1..)

Figu re 4.16 Relative (hinge or natu ra l rreqeenctes of untracked
cantilever at various Immersion depths
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Tobie 4.5 Relati ve change 0' natu r al rrequeneles or unt rack ed cantileve r in water

'dil I'b 2b 1'1 3b 21 'b 31 5b 4t 6b

'0 22.6 21.5 12 .6 18.8 12.2 17.2 11.3 16.2 11.6 10.0

0.02 26.1 24.8 16.1 21.6 15.7 20.6 14.8 18.8 15.1 13.7

0.2 33.0 31.4 21.0 29.1 20.3 26.3 19.2 24.2 19.2 16.5

0.' 33.7 32.0 21.1 29.5 20.3 26.3 19.2 24.4 19.2 16.6

0.5 33.8 32.1 21.1 29.6 20.3 26.2 19.2 24.4 19.2 16.6

0.6 33.9 32.1 21.1 29.6 20.3 26.2 191 24.3 19.2 16.6

0.66 33 .9 32.1 21.0 29.7 20.3 26.3 19.2 24.3 19.2 16.6

'dII • immers iondept h ratio, where d is immersion depth and I is the span length of the canti lever;
2b _ bending mode; ] I · torsi onal mode ; l O· in contact with fluid on one sid e only

4.3.2.2 Dam ping Re tlo

The increase of damping ratios of the uocracked cantilever plate at various

imm ersion depths. as a function of the damping ratios in air. are shown in Figure 4.17.

A marked increase in thedamping ratios were observ ed when the plate was just in contact

with the water medium. The damping ratios increased by 1·6 times depend ing o n L,C

different modes, The change of dampi ng ratios became smaller when the immersio n

depth ,atio exceeded 0.4.
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Figure 4.17 Increase of damping ra ti os of untracked cantilever at
various immersion depths

4.3.2.3 Mode Shapes

The variation of mode shapeswith different immersion depths is shown in Figure

4.18 for the first four bendingmodes. Three conditions; air. shallow submergence with

dII=O.02. and deep submergence with dIl=O.66. were investigated. The mode shapes of

the submerged structure was found to be flatter than that of the dry structure. The modes

of the submerged cantilever also have their central nodes. i.e.• the nodes on the central

line of the can tilever plate, moved toward the clamping edge. However the overal l

change of mode sbapes from air to water is considered to be very small.
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Figure 4. 18 Mode shapes or the plale for: "+", air; "0", d/J;.O.01; and "x", d'h.O.66
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Fourth bending mode

400 500 600
J

700

Figure 4.18 (cont .) Mode sha pes of the p:at e for: "i-" air, " 0" dI1=O,O:Z, "x" dII=O.66

4.3.2..4 Modification of th e Added Mass Calculati on

The added mass A,.. from air to various immersion depths was calcu lated and

shown in Table 4.6 based on the following equation :

5.2

where fa is the natural frequency of the cant ilever plate in ai r; I, is the natural frequency

of the canti lever plat e in wate r: and m is the mass of the cantilever, which was calculated

by using the density or steel " , equal to 7860 kglm' and plate geometries shown in Figure

4.1. The rormula to calculate the added mass of submerged cantilever plate, as given by

Lindholm et al. (1965) is (1/4)1tp~w ~, and (3/32)1tp~W' for the bending and torsional

modes respectively, where Pr is the fluid density and 1 and w are the length and
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Table 4.6 Added masses of the submerged cantilever plate

'dJl l'b 2b I', 3b 2t 4b 3t 5b 4' 6b

'0 9.21 8.54 4.24 6.93 4.00 6.21 3.64 5.69 3.77 3.17

0.02 11.2 10.4 5.69 8.55 5.50 7.88 5.10 6.95 5.27 4.61

0.2 16.6 15.3 8. 12 13.4 7.74 11.4 7.16 10.0 7.15 5.86

0.4 17.2 15.7 8.15 13.7 7.76 11.4 7.17 10.1 7.15 5.89

0.5 17.3 15.7 8.15 13.7 7.76 11.3 7.17 10.1 7.15 5.89

0.6 17.4 15.9 8.15 13.7 7.76 11.3 7.17 10.0 7.18 5.89

0.661 17.4 15.9 8.15 13.8 7.77 11.3 7.19 10.0 7.18 5.89

I dli • immersion depth ratio. where d is immersion depth and I is the span length of the

cantilever: a b • bending mode ; ) t • torsional mode; • 0 • one side fluid

width of the canti lever plate . Based on these formula e, the added masses of the

submergedcantilever plate investigatedin this studywere predicted as 21.36kgand 8.013

kg for the bending and torsional modes. The predict..J added masses arc in good

agreementwith that obtained from the experiments(results of the deepest submergence

in Table 4.6). tor the first torsional mode. The difference between the predicted added
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Figur es 4.19 Added masses of the sub merged cantilever as a runeuen of In· " l:uo
natural freq ue nr:les

mass by lindholm's lonn ula and the experime ntal results In this study is 22% for the fina

bending mode, and it increases as the mode number increases. Instead of treanng the

added masses as constants for all the bending modes or torsional modes, they were

considered as functions of the In-vacuo natural frequency of the cantilever plate. and are

shown in Figures 4.19 (a) and (b) for the bending and torsional modes respectively.

Polynomialcurve fitting has been used to obtain the added mass functions and they can

be expressed as:
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(4.4)

(4.5)

where A m.bd and A..Jl are the added masses of the submerged cantileve r plate for bending

modes and torsio nal modes , f. is the natural frequency of the cantil eve r plate: in ai r, PI is

the density of the fluid, and I and w are the length and width of the can tilever plate.

4.4 Summary

Modalproperties of an uncracked cantileverplatewere examinednumerically and

exper imental ly in air and in water . Finite element analysis was used first to estimate the

natural frequency of the dry and submerged cantilever plate. The first ten natural

frequencies were est imated for the dry cantilever and the first three bending frequencies

for the subme rged one. Underwat er shock analysis program was used in the analysis of

the submerged struct ure.

Experiments were cond ucted to investigate: the modal propert ies of the can tilever

plate in air and in various dept hs of weer submergeoces. The first ten mode s were

studied . When the structure was just in contact w ith the water medium , the frequenc y

decreased by 22.6% in the first bending mod e. A marked increase in the damping ratio

was also observed. When imme rsion depth ratio d/l exceeded 0.4 , both natural frequ ency
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and damping rat io of the submerged canti lever plate ten ded to be independent o f the water

submergence. The frequencies decreasedby 16.6%- 33% of their original valuesand the

damping ratios increased 1-6 limes according to d ifferent modes . Mode sh apes of the dry

andsubmergedcantileverplate along thecentral line of the cantilever were compared and

the difference was observed to be very small.

Comparison between the C ) perimental and theoretical results was made for the

natural frequency of the cantilever plate in air and in water. Good agreement was

recorded. The maximum difference between computed and experimentally obtained

natural frequencies of the dry cantilever was 5%, which was observed for the 5th bending

mode. The maximum difference between the computed and experimentally obtained

natural frequencies of the submergedcantilever was 8.7%, which was observed for the

3rd bendingmode.



CHAPTER 5. DETECTION OF FATIG UE CRACKS OF THE
SUBMERGED CANTILEVER BY VIBRATIONAL
AND ACOUSTICAL MEASUREMENTS

S.l General Pro cedure of E xper iments

In order to investigate the change of modal parametersof a structure with fatigue

cracking, the cantilever plate specimen shown in Figure 4.1 was subjected to repetitive

cyclic loading in air. After a specified number of cyclic loads. acceleration frequency

responsefunction (FRF) and near field acoustic pressure transfer functions (PTF) of the

cantilever plate were measured in air and in water. Natural frequencies and modal

damping ranos were extracted from both FRFs and PIFs . The change of natural

frequency and damping ratio due to fatigue and to actual cracking were then determined.

Normalized acoustic intensity (NAI) spectra were also calculated from the cross

spectrumof two PTF signals based on Equation (3.41). Normalized acoustic energy flow

in the zoomed frequency band, which is the area enclosed by a normalized acoustic

intensity spectrum, was also monitored at various fatigue cycles.

5.2 Fatigue Testing Procedure and Crack Profile

5.%,1 Fatigue: Testin g Procedure:

The cantilever plate was made of mild steel with an approximate yield stress of

330 Mpa. The fatigue load was a periodically varying bending load, acung in the
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Figure S.l Fatigue lest set-up
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direction perpendicular to the plate surface. at a distance of 224 mm from the clamped

end (Figu re 4. 1). An EA·13· 120 LZ· 120 strain gauge was fixed around the ce ntre of the

canti lever plate near the clamping end to monitor thl" variation of the strain field at the

back of the weld stub. The strain gauge magnitude e varied from 0 to 136O]..t per cycle

at the beginning of the fatigue. The correspon ding local fatigue stress (J ( t) was:

(5.1)

where 0 .. = E e......12 = 138 Mpa, was the mean fatigue stress. m., whi ch is the angular

frequency of the fatigue load, was kept in the range of I S; <OJ S 8; a frequency of 4 Hz

was used for most fatigue cycles. The load was measured by a MOD 31 16 load cell and

monitored by a 1'922 oscilloscope. This load level was kept approximately constant

during the fatigue cycles regardless of further changes in the strain readings. The fatigue

test se t-up is shown in Figure 5.1.

5.2.2 Beach Marking

Beach marking was used 10de lineate the crack profile obtained during fatigue load

cycles . In this study, the load condition for beach marking was :

(5.»
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Fllilure 5.2 Location and propag ation dtreeucn of Ute crack

where 0". = oJ2 = 69 Mfa. and O>t.m = 8 Hz. After specified fatigue cycles , beach

marking was carried out 10 a significant number of cycles; during this processthe crack

growth rare slowed down to give a distinct crack growth striation on the crack front,

which could be observed when the failed plate was bent open.

. 5.2.3 Crack Profile

The cantilever plate specimen was fatigued for 1,434,500 cycles before it reached

its failure stale. Modal tests were carrie d out at specified fatigue cycles 10 monitor the

change of modal parameters of tbe structure. When accumulated fatigue cycles were

553.000 cycles. 1120 nun surfacecrack was observed al the back of the weld stub.
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Figure 5.3 (a) Crack profiles, (b ) A photo or the crack surface
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Table 5.1 Fatigue history and crack prorile

Fatigue Crack Crack Normalized

Cycle Length Depth Crack Area
Comments

(mrn) Imm) ( mm1 )

0

200 .000

500 ,000

553, 000 20 0.5 - 0.4%

693,000 34 2.0 - 2.5%

1000 ,000 68 2.5 - 6%

1296,000 84 5.0 13.2% Ink staining.
1389,000 125-1 30 8.0 33.4%

1419,000 150 10. 48% Beach marking

1435.000 152 12 57% Beach markin[l

beginning from y = 205 romto y = 185 nun, as shown in Figure 5.2. The fatiguecycles

at wh ich modal rests were conducted as well as u.e corresponding crack dimensions.

obtained using visual measurements with the aid of a lOX magnifier. arc shown in Table

5.1. The crack profiles were recorded by examining the crack surface of the failed plate

and are shown in Figure 5.3. The norma lized crack area (Table 5.U. which is the ratio
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of the crack are a to the total cros s sectional area of the cantilever, was estimated from the

crack profile.

5.3 FRF Measurements at Specified Number of Fatigue Cycles

Measurements of FRFs of the dry and thesubmergedcantilever plate were carried

out at a specified number of fatigue cycles as shown in the first column of Table 5.1.

Random noise was used to exci te the cantilever plate. FRFs were measured in zoomed

frequency bands that include the natural modes of the vibrating cantilever. The first six

bending modes and the first four torsional modes were investigated. The shapes of these

modes have been shown in Figure 4,4 and Figure 4.14. The locations of measurement

positions are shown in Figure 5.4. Five acquisition points were used along the central

line of the cantilever plate for the symmetric modes. Three on-c entral points were used

for the antisynunetric modes. Different frequency resolutions were used for various

modes. Higher frequency resolutions were used for those modes with smaller modal

damping ratios. Table 5.2 shows the frequency resolutions. central frequencies and

averaging numbers of zoom FRF measurements for the different modes. When the

cantilever was submerged in water, the water depth above the cantilever was set to be

430±2 nun. The natural frequencies were not sensitive to small variations of water depths

at this submergence depth (see results given in chapter 4). The change of damping ratios

was also noted to be small.

A SooF model shown in Equation 3.4 was used 10extract modal frequencies and
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Figure 5.4 A~qui51t1on position for FRF end PTF
measurements In ai r and in water

Table S.2 Central frequencies (f.>, frequency resolutions (.0 lind neraging

numbers (Avg.) of zoom FRFs

Modes Ib 2b It 3b ?of 4b 3. 5b.4t 6b

r, 25 ISO 167 440 SIS 860 917 1410 1720

,<;, . r .003 .031 .06 . 125 .031 .125 .06 .125 .125

Avg. 10 25 10 100 25 100 50 100 '00

r, 17 110 130 320 410 640 74C 1080 1440

Water of .003 .031 .006 .125 .03J 0.5 .06 0.5 0.25

Avg. 10 25 10 100 25 100 50 100 100
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Tabl e 5.3 Frequencies & dampin R rntios of the dr,- ce ntue ver III specified rill i~ul.'

cyd f's from FRF tests

' Fe, Mode I' b 2b I ' . 3b 21 'b ) . 5h , . Oh

r"
15.94 159.7 442.8 862 .1 1381 1415 171R

0
« %.) 2.69 LaS 1.10 0.23

r, 25.82 158.6 439.7 857.8 1J7S 14 \9 In?
200.000

« %.) 0.53 1.41 2.13 2.4n 6.83 1.05 0.23

"
25.6 157.3 167.2 436.2 Sl7 846.5 9 17.1 1371 I·U 5 I72S

500,000
« %.) 0.59 1.65 0041 2.23 0.56 3.52 0.81 3.75 1.00 0.33

f"
25.60 157.2 166.5 435.5 SIS 844.5 913 .5 1371 1413 1125

553,000
« %.) 0.55 1,48 0.3 1 2.22 0.44 2.83 DAD 3.33 1.81 02 5

'. 25.64 1573 166.9 435.7 516.:!. 845 .8 9 15.6 1373 1412 172-1.
693,000

« %.) 0.65 1.57 0.30 2.60 0.69 2.07 0,42 3.32 1.46 0.28

1000, r"
2550 156.6 166.5 434.0 515. 843 .6 911.3 1368 1408 1723.

000 « %.) 0.59 1.61 0.30 2.10 0.52 2.94 1.09 4.02 1.64 0.28

1296, r, 25.4 155.8 166.5 432.5 515.7 84 3.0 9 12.3 1372 1409 1723.

000 « %.) 0.77 1.65 0.38 2.20 0.54 1.56 1.03 ' .04 1.97 0.30

1389.
"

24.9 154.3 166.5 430.4 514.9 840.7 914.7 1370 1412 1723.

000 « %.) 0.88 1.49 0.40 2.29 0.49 1.42 0.55 3.63 2.50 O.2R

1419. r, 23.19 147.2 166.6 418.8 511.9 834.6 917.3 1370 14 12 1723.

000 «%.) 1.09 1.37 0.33 2.34 0.67 1.16 0.70 3.68 2.57 0.32

1435, r, 2:1.65 14 1.9 166.4 409.7 SOBJ 827.5 917.4 1360 ]404 1720.

000 « %.) U.72 1.02 0.28 2.49 1.00 1.11 0.73 3.40 OJO OJ3

• b _.. bending mode; f t .-- torsional mode ; ·F<~ .•. Fatigue cycle:
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Ta ble 5.4 Freq uencies & damping ratios orthe submerged ca ntilever at specified
ratiKue cycles Irom FRF tests

'Fo Mode I' b 2 b I' t 3b 2 t 4b 3 t 4 t 6b

r" 17.17 108.5 311.8 639.9 1441
0

«%.) 3.29 6.93 10.98 2.1

r" 17.07 107.6 308.9 630.4 1439
200,000

~(%c ' 1.88 2.60 5.34 9.9 4.0

r" 16.97 107.0 131.9 307.9 4 11.5 628.9 740. 1143 1435
500 ,000

«%.) 1.81 2.35 0.83 5.03 0.66 15.5 1.21 2.27 0.71

r, 16.95 106.7 131.2 306.5 409.0 628.4 734.3 1130 1434
553,000

«%.) 1.79 2.27 0.83 4.0 0.67 13.9 1.15 1.37 1.05

'" 16.96 106.7 131.4 306.9 410.0 628.4 736.5 1134 1433
693 ,000

« %.) 1.28 2.36 0.75 3:')9 0.59 13.3 1.12 1.37 0.62

1000,00 r, 16.90 106.5 13I.3 306.2 409.6 627.6 735.7 1132 1433

0 «%.) 1.81 2.42 0.85 3.7 0.69 13.4 1.42 1.48 0.57

1296,00
r, 16.85 106.2 131.3 305.9 409.4 624.6 735.8 1134 1433

0 «%. ) 1.93 2.61 0.82 4.0 0.82 18.13 1.31 1.8 1 1.13

1389.00 r, 16.64 105.5 131.5 305.3 4 10.2 627.4 739.1 1141 1433

0 «%. ) 2.17 2.75 0.77 4.12 0.76 15.35 0.98 1.24 0.62

1419.00 '" 15.41 100 .6 131.2 298.3 408.3 627.0 740 .0 1142 1433

0 « %.) 2.76 2.68 0.71 3.76 0.67 8.5 1.09 1.19 0.65

1435.00 r, 14.28 96.48 130.9 294.0 406.5 624.0 740.2 1140 1433

0
<I%<) 1.80 1.84 0.68 2.8 1.2 7.13 0.93 1.0 0.54

' b ••• bending mode; It··· torsional mode ; "F., •••Fatigu e cycle;
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the modal damp ing ratios of the cant ileve r. Contributions from orbe r modes 1('1the mooe

unde r constdereno n was viewed to be constant. Ge nerally. Ihis method gives good modal

paramet er estimations for we ll separate d modes. MOSt of the modes invesng ared in Ihis

study fall into this C3ICgOry. Modal frequencie s and damping rat ios of (he dry and

submerged cantilever plate are shown in Table 5.3 and Table 504 respectively. :L~ il

functio n of fat igue cycle s.

5.4 PTF Measure ments at Specffled Number or Fatigue Cycles

PTFs of the dry and submerged cantilever plates were measured at the near field

of the fluid-struc ture coupled vibrat i,·" 5Y51em. Modal parameters extracted from P"lrs

were compared with those extracted from FRF measureme nts. The feasibi lity of

estimating modal parameters from near field PTF measurements and therefore 10 delta

:he presence of (aligue cracks were then verified.

S.4.1 FTF Measurements in Air

A pair of B&K microphones with a 50 mm spacing was placed 35 mm above the

cantilever surface. The axis of the two microphones was kept perpendicular 10 the plate

surface such that the vertical acoustic intensity co mponent at the midpoint of the IW O

microphones could be calculated based on Equation 3.41 (see Figure 4 .9 for an illustration

of the measurement system). PTF measurements in air were carried out at eight poin l~

above the centralline of the canti lever plate for the 1st to 4,h, and the 6th bending modes
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Tab le 5.5 frequencies and damp ing rat ios of the dry cantilever plate at various
ral i~ue cycles fro m PTF tests

Fatigue Cycl e Mode t ' b 2 b 3b 4 b 4 ' I 6b

0 Freq.(Hzl 25.9 159.2 441.7 861.1 1415 1728

Damp.(%"l 3.40 2.04 l.4 0.30

200,000
Freq.(Hz) 25.71 157.9 437.8 851.9 1417 1727

Damp.(%c) 1.52 2.4 l.89 0.97 0.30

Freq.(Hz) 25.63 157.0 435.8 845.6 1416 1726
500 ,000

Damp.(%c) 1.75 3.0 2.73 0.8 3 0.27

553.000
Freq.(Hz) 25.60 156.7 434.1 843 .1 1413 1723

Damp.(%,,) 1.91 2.52 3.0 1 1.97 0.27

693,000
Freq.(Hz) 25.60 156.8 434.8 844.5 14 13 1724.8

DfUTlp.(%c) 1.89 2.91 2.2 1.56 0 .30

1000,000
Freq.(Hz) 25.50 156.2 433.1 841.2 1408 1724.2

Damp.(%<» 2.06 1.41 2.87 2.09 0 .31

1296,000
Freq.(Hz) 25.4 156.0 432.6 842.3 1408 1724.3

Damp.(%c) 1.94 2.50 1.86 1.68 0.29

1389 .000
Freq.(Hz ) 24.89 153.6 429.8 840.16 1410.5 1724.3

Oam p.(%c) 2.47 2.61 1.61 1.68 0.32

I 1419,000
Freq.(Hz) 23.07 146.5 417.5 833.8 1412 1723.7

Damp.(%o) 1.87 2.78 1.18 2.15 0.33

1435,000
Freq.(Hz) 21.40 14 1.6 409.2 826.9 1404 1720.4

Damo.l%o 1.29 3.0 Ll2 0.44 0.28

• b --- bending mode; • I ••• torsional mode
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Ta ble 5.6 Fr equencies & dampinl;l ratios of the subme rged cuntflever- plate li t

var ious fatigue cycles from PTr tests

F<) Mode "b 2b 3 b 4b 6h

f" 17.17 108.5 311.7 639.9 1+11
0

1,(0/00) 3.26 7.06 10.6 6.6

f" 17.07 107.6 309.3 631.2 143Q
200,000

1,(%.) 1.7~ 2.62 5.2 10.0 3.73

f" 17.03 107.2 308.4 630.2 1434
500,000

1,(%0) 1.75 2.28 4.64 11.9 0.9

f, 16.97 106.8 306.8 627.3 1434
553,000

1,(%0) L77 2.19 3.64 12.06 0.55

f" 16.97 106.8 J01.3 628.9 1433
693,000

1,(%0) 1.86 2.27 3.62 12.70 0.51

[000,000 r, 16.95 106.8 307.0 629.5 1433

1,(%.) L81 2.27 3.65 14.05 0.50

f, 16.86 106.3 306.0 622.0 1434
1296,000

1,(%.) L90 2.60 3.98 14.63 LO

r, 16.68 105.8 305.9 629.7 1434
1389,000

1,(%0) 2.07 2.61 4.05 15.0 0.40

t, 15.27 100.1 297.9 627.0 1434
1419,000

1,(%.) 2.83 2.94 3.39 11.90 0.52

1435.000
r, 14.27 96.48 294.2 623.3 1434

1,(%0) L80 1.89 2.80 6.44 0.53

b ••- bending mode
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Figure 50S A photo of the cantilever plate specimen and transducers

and the 4th torsional mode . The acquisition positions are shown in Figure 5.4 . A photo

of the microphones. the cantilever plate and the measurement positions is shown in Figure

5.5. The central frequencies and frequency resolutions used in the zoom PTF

measurements were the same as those used in the FRF measurements. These enabled the

comparisonof measurement resultsfrom FRF and PTFtests. The numberof averagesper

spectrum was 100 with a 50% overlap. A Hanning window was applied to each

averaging spectrum. Modal frequencies and damping ratios extracted from PTF

measurements in air medium are shown in Table 5.5 as a function of fatigue cycles .
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5.4.2 PTr Measuremen ts in Water

A B& K 8105 hydrophone was used to measure the near field acoosnc pressure

responses of the fluid-structure coupled vibrating system. Hydrophone type lllO5 i .~ a

spherical waterborne-sound transducer. as shown in Figure 5.5, for making absolute sound

pressure measurement. lis frequency range is from 0.1 Hz. to 160 kH z. (Instruction

manual, B&K. 1986). It has excellent di rectional characteristics, being omnidirectional

over 27(1'in the x·z plane and 360" in the .r-y plane. The calibration set-up and results

have been shown in Figure 4.9 and Table 4.3 respectively.

PTFs of the vibrating canti lever in water were measured at three positi ons above

the central line of the plate with two different altitudes: 35 mm and 235 mm as shown

in Figu re 5.4. Measurements were carried out for the 2nd to 6th bending modes. The

centr al frequencies and frequency resolution s were the same as those shown in Table 5.2.

iOOaverages per spectrum were used with 50% overlap and Hanning window. Tables

5.6 show the modal frequencies and dampin g ratios of the submerged cantilever plate,

extrac ted from PTF measurements, as a function of fatigue cycles.

5.4.3 Estimation of Normalized Acoustic Intensity and Power Flo w

Based on measurements of PTFs in air and in water, the norm alized acoustic

intensi ty (NAIl spectra were estimated usin g Equation 3.41 and continuously monitored

as a fatigue crack developed. The objective was to investigate the feasjbility of

identify ing fatigue cracks by near field acoustic intensity measurements. which would lead
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to a rapid or early detect ion of fatig ue cracks in structures under complicated

enviro nmental condi tions.

Normalized acoustic intensity spectra in air were calculated at three positions.

which arc the midpoints of each of the two microphone acquisitio n positions in the

pos itive Y axis direct ion as show n in Figure 5.4 , with the X coordinate equal 10 IS, 128.

and 256 mm. The peak frequency, peak mag nitude and the total acoustic power flow in

the zoomed frequency bands that include the natural modes of the cantilever are shown

in Tables 8 .1, 8 .2, and 8 .3 in Appe ndix B for the 2nd, 3rd and 4th bending modes.

The NAI spectra of the can tilever plate in water were measured at three positions,

which are the midpoints of each of the two hydrophone acquis ition positions in the

positive Y axis directio n as shown in Figure 5.4. with the X coo rdinate equal to IS, 128,

and 384 mm. Thepeak frequency , peak magnitude of the NAI spect rum , and the total

acous tic power now are show n in Table 8 .4 in Appendix B for the 2nd bendi ng mode

of the submerged cantil ever plate.

5.5 Discussion

5.5.1 Change or Modal Par ameters due to Fati gue and Crac k

The crack length in Table 5.1 is sho wn in Figure 5.6 as a function of fatigue

cycles . Figure 5.7 (a)-CD and Figure 5.8 (a)·(i) show the natur al frequencies of the

canti leve r plate. in air and in water respectively, as a function of fatigue cycles. Data

from both FRF and PTF tests shown in Tables 5.3 to 5.6 were used in these figures. The
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Figure 5.6 Crack lenglh as a function of fatigue cycles

fatigu e crack growth and the conseque nt change of modal parameters could be dassified

into three regions based on the examination of the modal parame ters and the crack growt h

rate. These are indicated in Figures 5,6 through 5.8 as thw:; regions:

Fatigue crack initiation region: with fatigue cycles varyin g from 0 10

553,000 cycles;

n . Stable crack growth region; with fatigue cycles varying from 553,000 to

about 1200.000;

III. Fast crack growth and failure region; with fatigue cycles varying from

about 1200,000 to 1435,000.

The natural frequencies and damping ratios as well as the fatigue crack have distinct

characteristics in the three regions and they are discussed in the following subsections .
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5.5.1.1 Crac k Featu re

In the fatigue and crack initiation region. which was marked as Region I in Figure

5.6, a 20 mm surface crack was observe d aI the back weld tee. beginning at y '" 205 mm

ax shown in Figure 5.2. In Region II of Figure 5.6. the crack W35 characterized as a

surface crack, since the normalized crer k area . which is the ratio of the crack area to the

total cross sectional area of the canti lever plate . was very small at the end of this region.

The fast crac k growt h and fail ure region was marked as Region III in Figu re 5.6.

The crack growth rate da/dN , which is the grad ient of the curve in Figure 5.6 was much

higher than that in Region II. The crack depth also grew very fast in this region and a

large crack area was genera ted. The specime n quickly reached its failure slate within an

addition of approximately ( 1I6)lh of its total fatigue life.

5.5.1.2 Change or Natu ra l Fre quencies du e to Fati gue Cr ack Initiation and
Growth

Fati gue Crack Initiation Region

In the fatigue and crack initiation region. natural frequencies of the dry and

submerged cantilever plate decreased slightly for all the modes that were investigated in

Ihis experiment (Tables 5.3). When a cyclic load was applied. the residual stresses were

released at the hor spot. leading 10 a reduction of the stiffness of the structure. The

maximum decrease of the natural frequencies due to such an effect was about 1.9%.

which was observed in the 4th bending mode (Table 5.7).
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b. Stable Crack Gro wth Region

In the stable crack growth region, the variations of natural frequencies of the

cantilever plate, both in air and in water. were once again very little for all modes

(Figures 5.7 and 5.8). When the cantilever plate is viewed as a beam model. the bending

natural frequencies can be expressed as:

(5.3)

where ro, is the rth bendin g frequency. p, is the mass density per uni t area of the plate.

L is the span length of the plate, E is the elastic modulus of the material , I is the moment

of inertia, and A,. is the wave number of the rlh bending mode. It has been shown that

thechange in elastic modulus E is negligible during the fatigue cycling process(Sandor,

1972). TIle moment of inertia I and the wave number)" are related to the cross sectional
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area and the boundary conditions of the cantilever respec tively. T hese paramete rs were

not influenced significantly by a surface crac k: consequently the change or na tural

frequencies observed in Region II of Figure 5.6 was very small.

Fast Crack Growth a nd Failure Region

The change of natural frequenci es due to the fast growth of the fatigue crack were

not consistent for all modes. The modes under investigation we re funh er divided as

crack-sensitive modes and non crack-sensitive modes: the first four bending modes were

cr ack-sensitive modes; while the torsional modes and the 5th ben ding mode were non

crack-sensitive modes.

When fatigue cycles ex ceeded 1389.000 (normalized crac k area exce eded 33%),

the crackwas detectableby a natural frequencyshiftof 3-4%. which wasobserved in the

fi rst bending mode of the can tilever. As the crack grew further. natu ra l freque ncies

decreased significantly for the first four bending modes of the cant ilever bo th in ai r and

in water. The maxim um relati ve decrease was about 11% when the normal ized crack urea

was 57%. This was observed for the first bending mode of the cant ilever both in ai r and

in water (Tab le 5.1) .

The decrease in natural frequencies in the final stage of th e crack development

co uld still be explai ned by using Equ ation 5.3. Since the crack grew qu ickly both in

len gth and depth in the third region . the dec reased cross sectio nal area reduced the

moment of inenia I and conseq uently reduced the stiffnes s of the specimen. In addit ion,
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an increase in crackarea significantly changed the boundary conditionsof the cantilever

plate specimen and the bending wave number of the cant i lever~ . The rea'ion is gi ven

as follo ws:

Modal analysis describes the response of a structure as a linear summation

of its orthogonal vibrating modes. Any change of material property will cause

proportional changes of natural frequencies in all modes.

iii However , the dec reaseof natural frequencie s due to fatigue crack growth

was not proportional. indicating that in addition to changing the cr oss sectional area of

the structure, a crack.can influence the modal frequency of the structure by changing its

wave flow pattern. or its bending wave number A,..

iii) It was noticed that the lower bending frequencies decreased more than the

hig her ones, which indi cated that the low er modes were influenced more by the crack. due

to their long wave lengths and dominant vibrational energies.

Figure 5.7 (f) ~(j) and Figure 5.8 (eH i) showed that the torsional modes were not

sensitive10the existence of a c rack. Although the 2ndtors ionalmodal frequency had a

behaviour similar to that of the lower bending modes, the relative frequency decrease was

much less than that of the bending modes. For the rest of the torsional modes, there was

almost no change in the natural frequencies until the nonnali zed crack area reached 57%.

These results indicated that for UJOse modes, whose wave propagation direc tions were

parallel to the direction of fatigue crack growth, their natural frequencies were not

sensitive to the presence of a fati gue crack.
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5.5 .1.3 C hange or Damp in g Rat ios due to Fl liRur Crack Initiatio n and
Growth

Figures .~ .9 (a}-(i) an d Figure 5.10 (a)-( i) show the dampi ng ratios of tbe can tilever

plale in air :L1\d in water respective ly, as a function of fatigue cycles. Similar 10 the

analysis of natural frequencies. the change of dam ping ratios due to fatigue crack

initiation and growth was al so divid ed into three regi on s: (i) fa tigue and crack in itiation

region: (ii ) stable crack growth reg io n: and (iii) filSl crack Crowth regio n.

Fa t igue Crack Initia tion Reg ion

D uring the fatigue and crac k initiatio n region. damping ratios o f the submerged

cantilever decreased (or the 2ndand 3 rd bending modes: FRF an d PfF re sults for 11K' 6th

bending mode of the submerged cantilever were 001 consistent. For the dry cantilever.

the dampi ng ratios decreased for the 3rd be nding mode ; tbey did not change for the 4th

torsional and 6111 bending modes; and they increased slightly for lbe 2nd 10 4th bending

modes. Thesepatte rns of ch ange in damping ratios indicated that the mic ro-structure wa...

undergoin g changes in the beginning of the fatigue procus. The decre ase of damping

ratiosobserved in the submergedcan tilever p late .....as an indication of micr o-crack growth

and release of local strain energy. However. data collected for the air trials did not

completely support this exp lanation .

b. Stable Cra ck Growt h Region

In the stab le crack: growth region. th e change of damp ing ratio s was noted to be small.

According to the fatigue c rack growth rate diagram <Bolotin. 1994 and Nwcsu, 1994).
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which is th e diagram of crack grow th rate daldN versus stress intensity factor .6.K.a low

crack growth rate corre sponds 10 a low stress intensity value. The crack growth rate in

this period was m uch lower than that in the third crack growth region in Figure 5.1'1 :

conseque n tly the stres s inte nsity factor and pl astic de formations at the end lip were

relatively low. Therefore relatively small intern al damping ratios were measuredfo r most

of the mo des in the modal tests. It was notice d that thes e small imemal damping ratios

slowly increased in Region U (Figure 5.9 (b) and (h) and Figure 5.10 (b), (h) and (ill.

which co rrelated well with the accumulatio n of fatigu e cycles and the dissipation of

plastic strain energy in the specimen.

Incr eased C rack Growth nnd Failur e Re gion

As the crack quickJy grew both in le ngth and in depth in the 3rd crack growth

region. damping rati os increased by 1.5 to 2 times for the I.fl and 2nd (PTF resuhs)

bending m od es of the dry cantilever and the lrt be nding mode of the submc rgctl

cant ilever. Dampin g ratio also increased for th e 2nd and 4th tors ional mo des of th e dry

cantil ever plate (Figu re 5,9 (0 and (h» and the 2nd and 4th bending modes and the 2nd

torsional m ode of the submerged canti lever p la te (Figure 5.10 (b ), (d), (0).

The increase of damp ing ratios is considered to be caused by the Increased

diss ipation o f plastie strain energy. This is in turn caused by the increased stress in ten sily

factor at the crack tip and the increased volume of the plastic deformation zone. Because

of the incre ased crac k growth late (F igure 5.6), the stres s intensity factor .6.K incr eased

greatly in this region, introduci r.g largl" plastic strains end plastic zones at lhe crac k tip.
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When a c rack grow!'> from a surface line c rack to a 2-D pl ane crack, the p last ic

de formurio n lone at the crack tip becomes 3-D (Fuc hs and Stephens, 1980). Strain

energy was dissipa ted at a greater rate during this fat igue region. causing th e increase of

internal dampi ng rat ios for m ost of th e structural modes.

The dampin g ratios drama tically decreased when fatigue cy cles reach ed 1435 ,000,

which was observed in the h r, 2nd bending and the 4fh torsion al modes of the dry

cantilever (Figure 5 .9 (a). (b) and (h» and the 1st and l nd bending modes of the

submerge d cantilever (Figure 5.10 (a) and (b». This ph enomenon could be appreciated

and explai ned give n that ill 1435,000 c ycles, the crack had been fu lly funn e d witha crack

len gth of about 202 mm (Table 5.0 . which was almost the sam e as the width of the

cantilever plat e (Figu re 4.1). The crack tip tended 10 disappear whil e the crack deve loped

into an ope n gap. Co nsequently the plastic deforma tion zone at the crack tip was greatly

redu ced. c aus ing a decrease of intern al dampin g of the structure.

It should be mentione d that the 4th bend ing modal damping of the dry canti lever

grad ually dec reased as the cra ck grew longer, which did not agree with the trend of othe r

modal damping ratios. A clos ely coupled doub le peakw as observe d at the beginning of

the fatigue cycling for this mode (not presented), and it gradually disappeared as fa tig ue

cycles accumulated. The unus ual chan ge of damping ratio for thi s mode m ay bed ue to

thi s. It will be seen later that the acoustic int ensity spectra al so produced different

featu res fo r this mode (see subsection 5.5.2).
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5.5.2 Change of Aco ustic Interuily Ma l':nilude and En eTlLf Fill" du e III r llli5:ue
Crac k

From Tables B.I (0 BA in Appendix B. it can be seen rhat (he peak f fl:t{ucllcic :-

of the NAI spe ctra are almost identical to the natu ral frequencies o f the ccnntc ve r plate

obtained through FRF and PTF measurements (Tab le 5.3 to Table 5.6) . The peak

magnitudes of the NAI spectra and the normalized acousti c power now in the zoomed

fr..quency bands that include the natural modes of the structure arc shown in Figures 5. 1\

to 5.13 for the 2nd, 3rd and 4t1lbending modes o f the cantilever plate in air. They we re

investiga ted at three po sitions with the X coordinat e equal 10 IS mm, 128 mm and 256

mm (Figure 5.4 ). For the submerged cant ilever pla it'. similar results for the 2nd bending

mode are shew n in Figure 5.14 for three measure ment positions with the X coordina te

equal to 15, 128, and 384 mm. respectively.

As fatig ue cycles eccurnula ted. jhe acoesnc intensity peakmag nitude and i1COUSl ic

power flow also changed. In !he fatigue crack inina ucn regi on. the change did not have

a clear trend, which co rresponded 10 some irregu lar changes in the strucllJral properties

at the beginning of the fatigue process. In lhe stable crack prop agalion region. the change

of the NAI pow er flow was relatively small. In the fa.\t crack growth region. decrease s

of acoustic inten sity magnitudes were observed for the 2nd and 3rd bending modes of tne

cantilever plate in air and for the 2ndbendi ng mode of the c antilever plate in water. Th e

decrease of the peak magnitudes of the normalize d acoosnc inlcn.\it ies was about 3 and

6.7 dB for the dry and submerged cantilever plate . The decrease o f the total
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acoustic power flow in the zoo med frequency bands that include the natural modes of the

cant ilever was about 4 to 9 dB in the differ ent modes and measurement positions.

Figure 5.13 showed that the acoustic intensity magnitude and power flow of the

4th bending mode of the dry cantilever increased at all three measurement positions as

the crack developed during its final stage. This did not agree fully with the results of the

2nd and Jrd bending modes. The phenomenon could be explained if it is related 10 the

change in damp ing ratios. The damping ratio of the 4th bendi ng mode of the dry

cantilever decreased in the final stage of crack growth (refer to discussions in Sect ion

5.5.1), which was also not consistent with the trendo~ Isr, 2nd and 3rd modes. lf the

damping ratio and the normalized acoustic power flow are correlated, the change of

damping ratio will change the normalized acoustic power flow. This experimental result

is also reflected in the theoretical formula described in Chapter 3. The normalized """-

acoustic power flow is proportional to the absolute magnitude of the PTFs (Equation

3.41). Assuming that the mode shapes of the cantilever plate before and after the crack

are consistent. the PTF magnitude at a fixed position will be inversely proportional to the

damping ratio (Equation 3.14). Therefore, the normalized acoustic intensity will be

inversely proportional to the damping ratio of the corresponding mode. Theexperimental

results showed that both the damping rauo and the acoustic intensity of the 4th bending

mode changed in the final stage of the fatigue Clackdevelopment.
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5.5.3 Comparison of Modal Prope rlies of the Crac ked Plate in Air with That in
w ater

5.5.3.1 Natu ral Frequencies

The relative decrease in the natural frequency of the dry and submerged cantilever

plates. is shown in Table 5.7 and Figure 5.15 as a function of the normalized crack area.

The change in natural frequency with the growth of a fatigue crack was very similar for

the dry and the submerged cantilever plates. This showed that modal parameters of the

submerged cantilever plate could be used to identify the presence of fatigue cracks in a

manner similar to that of the dry cantilever plate. Theresults indicated that the influence

of fatigue crack gro~th on the modal parameters of tre slructu~as medium

independent. Figures 5.7 <0. (h). and (j) and Figures 5.8 (e). (g). and (i) showed that

even for those non crack-sensitive modes (torsional modes). the change in natural

frequencies of the submerged cantilever plate. as fatigue cycles accumulated. was vcry

similar to that of the dry cantilever plate.

5.5.3.2 Damping Ratios

The changes of damping ratios due to the growth of the fatigue crack agreed well

for the dry and the submerged cantilever plates for the following modes: the 1st and 2nd

(PTF results) bending modes and the 1stand 2nd torsional modes. as shown in Figure 5.9

(a) and (b) and Figure 5.10 (a) and (b); among these modes the first bending and the

second torsional modes showed increases in the final stages of the crack development.

. ',,-
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Tab le 5.7 Relaliye decrease of natural frequencies due (0 fatlgur and crick

1st bending 2nd bending 3rd bending 4 th bending

F.

air wafer air water air water air water

200,000 0.5 0.6 0.69 0.83 0.7 0.93 0.57 1.48
. - -

500,000 1.31 1.16 1.50 1.38 1.49 1.25 1.88 1.72

553,000 1.31 1.22 1.57 1.66 1.69 1.70 2.05 1.80
-

693,000 J.IS 1.22 1.50 1.65 1.60 1.57 1.96 1.80

1000.000 1.70 1.57 1.94 1.84 1.99 1.80 2.21 1.92

12%,000 2.. 1.28 2.44 2.12 2.33 1.89 2.28 2.39

1389,000 4.01 3.09 3 .38 2.76 2.80 2.08 2.55 2.01

1419,000 10.6 10.25 7.83 7.28 5.42 4.33 3.26 2.02

1435.000 16.54 16.83 11.2 11.1 7.48 5.65 4.08 2.48
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Figure 5. 16 shows the increase in damping ratios of the lrr bending and the 2nd torsional

modes of the cantilever plate in air and in water. The agreements of dampi ng ratios of

the dry and the submerged cantilever plates were relativel y good for the 3rd and 4th

torsional modes and they were poor for the 3rd and 4th bending modes.

As the mode number increases. the damping ratios of the submerged cantilever.

can be influenced by other factors such as corrosion. change of water temperature as well

as the non-homogeneous water medium conditions. The air bubbles in the water medium

directly affect the measured FRF curves. Figures A.I and A.2 in Appendix:A show a pair

of FRFs of the submerged cantilever plate with and without the influence of air bubbles.

5.5.4 Comp a rison of FRf and PTF Tes t Resu lts

FRF and P1F tests were conducted as parallel tests in this experiment to

investigate the feasibility of extracting modal parameters from near field acoustic

measurements. and therefore to identify the presence of fatigue cracks. The frequency and

dampin g ratio of the dry and the submerged cantilever plates, extracted from FRF and

PTF tests. have been shown in Figures 5.7 to 5.10 as a function of fatigue cycles, where

FRF and P1F test data were denoted by "x" and "+-, Results in Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show

that natural frequencies extracted from FRF and PTF tests have excellent agreement for

both the dry and the submerged cantilever plates,

Figure 5.10 illustrated good. agreement between the dampin g ratios of the

submerged cantilever plate, extracted from r oi..F and PTF tests, The change of damping

ratios due 10 the growth of the crack, obtained from FRF and P1F tests, were almost
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identical. In the case of the dry cantilever. damping values from FRF and PTF tests had

the same trends for most of the modes such as for the 3rd and 4/11 bending and the 4,11

torsionalmodes (Figure 5.9 (c), (d) and (hl). The agreements wererelatively poor for the

2nd bending and the 5tll torsional modes (Figu re 5.9 (b) and (i)) . This discrepancy was

possibly caused by the different excitation energies used in the FRF and rT F

measurementsfor the dry cantileverplate. The excitation power in the fYrFmeasurements

in air was much larger than that used in the FRF measurements in order to raise the

signaVnoise ratio. This could have introduced nonlinear components in the responses,

which is a disadvantage for most linear modal analysis tests bUI nOI for a fatigue lest. In

fact, the damping ratio of the 2nd mode of the dry cantilever plate. estimated from the

PTF tests, was in agreementwith the trends of damping ratios observedfor other modes

such as the lst and 3rd bending modes and the 4th torsional mode of the dry cantilever

plate. and the 1st and 2nd bending modes of the submerged cantilever plate.

5.6 Summary

Natural frequencies, damping ratios and normalized acoustic intensities were

investigated as possible fatigue crack detectors. Vibrational and near field acoustical

measurements were carried out at various fatigue cycles to keep track of the changes in

modal parameters of the dry and the submerged cantilever plates, as a fatigue crack

developed and grew.

The specimen showed three distinct regions in its fatigue cracking process. (i)
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fatigue crack initiation region: (ii) stable crack growth region: and (i ii) fast crack growth

and failure region . Each region had distinct vibratio nal and acoustical properties and

fatigue crack growth features. In the third region of the fati gue crack development. a

large decrease in the natural frequencies and normalized acoustic intens ities and an

increase in damping ratios were observed. When fatigue cycles exceeded 1,389 ,000

(correspondi ng to a normalized crack area of 33%). the crack was detectable by a natural

frequency shifl of 3-4% . When the normaHzed crack area reached 57%, the maximum

natural frequency shift was 17%, which was observed in the first bending mode of the

cantilever plate both in air and in water . Damping ratios incre ased by 1.5 to 2 times in

several modes of the dry and the submerged cantilever plates.

Torsional modes of the cantilever plate were found to be insensitive to the

presence of the crack that propagated in the chord direction of the plate. It was

discovered that the change in the normalized acoustic intensities were inversely

proponio nal to the change in the damping ratios.

Modal parameters of the cantilever plate, extracted from FRF and PTF tests, were

compared. Good agreement was observed for the natural frequencies and damping ratios

of the submerged cantilever plate, and for the natural frequencies of the dry cantilever

plate. The re were discrepancies observed in the FRF-exttacted and the PTF-extracted

damping ratios for specific modes of the dry cantilever plate, which may be due 10 the

different excitation energies used in the FRF and PTF measurements.



CHAPTER 6. SIMULATION OF THE MODAL RESPONSES
OF THE CANTILEV ER PL ATE IN AIR USING
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

Simulations of the frequency response function (FRF) and the near field acoustic pressure

transfer function (PTF) of the uncracked cantilever platein air were carr ied our using the

finite element analysis program called ABAQUS. Damping ratios and frequency

reso lutions ob tained fro m the expe ri ments were used as inp uts in the nu merical mode lling.

The experimental and numerical results were compared and reasonable good agreements

were observed. The numerical model cou ld be used in further fatigue crack simulation

stud ies.

6.1 Simulation of Frequency Response Function (FRF)

To be consistent with the simulation of PTFs of the cantileve r that followed. a

beam model was selected to calculate the FRFs of the cantilever plate in air. The FRFs

were first simulated by using a beam-vacuum model . This was followed by an air-beam

model. The PTFs of the dry cantilever were also simulated in the air-beam model.

Twenty elements of B22 type given in ABAQUS were used to discreuzc the

canti lever. 8 22 is a three-noded beam element with three active degrees per node. viz...

two displacement degrees and one rotational degree. Second order quadratic polynomials

were used as interpolation functions. The measurement points with x '" 256 and 384 mm

(Figure 4.1) were used as comparison points.
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The frequency resolutions used in the numerical simulations were the same as

those used in the experiments as shown in Table 5.2. Material damping ratios obtained

from the experiment s were used as inputs in the numerical simulations. As damping

ratios were functions of fatigue cycles. they were averaged using data from fatigue cycles

553.000 to 1000,000(Table5.3) and are shown in Table 6. 1. In the numerical simulation,

they were scaled to be stiffness controlled damping ratio a.,:

C6.1)

The peak magnitudes of the acceleration FRFs of the cantilever plate in air, obtained from

numerical simulations are tabulated in Table 6.2 for the first four bending modes; the

FRF peak magnitudes obtained from the experiments were also averaged for fatigue

cycles from 553.000 to 1000,000and are shown in Table 6.2. Detailed acceleration FRF

pealemagnitudes al various fatigue cycles, as obtained from the experiments, are given

in Table C.l in Appendix C.

Tab le 6,) Aversged damping ratio of the cantilever In air obtained fro m
experiments

Damping ratio I.rtbending 2ndbending 3rd bending 4th bending

- 0.596 e-3 1.75e-3 2.46 e -3 2.65 e -3

a, 0.190 3.492 13.720 28.90
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The comparison between the numerical and experimental resultsof the acceleration FRFs

of the uncracked can tilever plate in air are shown in Figure 6.1.

6.2 Simul ation of Pressure Transfer Function (PTF )

An ai r-beam model was used to simulate the acoustic pressure transfer function

IPTF) of the fluid-structure coupled vibrating sys tem. Th e air medium was assumed to

be invtscid and compressible. and the acoustic wave magnitude to be small. The

equilibrium equation of fluidflowing thro ugha resisting matrix materialcan beexpressed

as (ABAQUS theory manual. 1994):

(6.2 )

where r is the spatial position of the fluid panicle. u is the fluid panicle velocity. u" is

the velocity of the material thro ugh which the fluid is flowing . ii is the fluid part icle

acceleration. Pr is the fluid de nsity and r, is the "volumetric drag" caused by the fluid

flowing through the matrix material. The fluid boundary conditions are expressed as :

(6.3)

where n is the inward normal to the fluid medium; kl an d ( 1 are coefficients that take

diffe rent values according to the actual boundary conditions.

822 e lements were used to model the solid structure. AC2D8 acoustic elements
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were used to model the air medium. ASt3 interface elements were introduced nt the

interface between the fluid and the structure 10model the coupled m...Jon between them.

AC2D8 is an 8 noded 2· 0 acoustic element with one active degree of freedom per node,

i.e. the acoustic pressure. Second order interpolation functions were used. ASI3 is a

three-noded acoustic-struc ture interface element with three active degrees. i.e., two

displacement degrees and one acoustic pressure degree. Second order merpcteuon

functions were used. The interface element ensued thai the displacement compatibility

• 'is mai ntained with the mod elled structure and also thai the pressure field compatibility
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was main tained with the acou!Uic model .

The air-beam fin ite etement model is shown in Figure 6.2. Nodes 32 and 36

represented positions on the central line of the cantilever plate with lit = 256 and ~ =384

mm. These:positions were:abo the acquisition points in the FRF tests as shown in Figure

5.4. Nodes 3203 and 3603 represented P1F measurement positions shown in Figure 5.4.

The width of the fluid volume was approximately the same as that of the tank used to

conduct thc experiments.

Quie t bou nd:uy conditio ns were applied at the far fi eld of the fluid mesh. whic h

jminned an infinite flu id medium . This was reali zed by se u ing lIe l = IJ(P~I) and 11k,

=0 in Equation 6.3, where C,and p, are the socnd speed and density of the fluid medium;

trey were taken as 341 mfs and 1.0193 kglml
. Under the assumption that the acoustic

pressure wavewas approximately a planewave at the fatfield. noreflectionswouldoccur

3! the interface between the air medium and the far boundaries. The natural frequencies

obtained from finite clement analysis by using a vacuum-beam model. an air-beam model.

and that obtained from the experiments are listed in Table 6.3. Tbe natural frequencies

from the experiments were averaged for fatigue cycles from 553.000 to 1.000.000 (Tables

5.3 and 5.5).

The peak magnitudes of the FRFs and PTFs of the air-beam coupled vibrating

cantilever plate. obtained from both numerical simulations and experiments. are shown

in Table 6.2. For the 1st bending mode, data at nodes 36 and 3603 (Figure 6.2) were
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Table ,.1 FRF and PT F magnllude~ or the dry ca ntilever rrom lest a nd numer ical
simulation

FRF Magnitude PTF Magnitude

Mod, Exp. Vacu-beam Air-beam Exp. Air-beam
(mls 1) (mJs1) (mist) ( P ) (P)

lst bending 99.3 111.4 40.68 6.6 26.2

2nd bending 52.18 56. 63 45.89 4.31 11.83

3rdben ding 25.2 30.3 27.36 2.21 2.62

4th bending 15.35 15. 36 14.97 2.13 2.52

Ta ble 6.3 Natural rreqc eactes or the dry cantilever rrom test and FEA simulat ion

Experiment Freq. Vacuum-beam Air-beam

Modes FRF PTF Freq. % Error Freq. % Error
( Hz ) ( Hz ) ( Hz ) Ditt . ( Hz ) Ditt.

1st bending 25.646 25.63 25.40 0. 93 25.34 1.16

2nd bending 158.56 157.812 158.8 0.40 158.8 0.40

3rd bending 434.0 437.875 443.8 1.80 443.6 1.80

4th bending 845.75 844.375 867.6 2.67 867.5 2.66
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listed, and for the 2ndto 41hmodes . data at nodes 32 and3203 were used. Th ese points

were re latively far from the node line of the modes considered :lnd therefore had [:00<1

signaVnoise ratios in the experiment al tests. Comparison between sim ulated and lesled

PTFs of the uncracked cant ilever plate in air is shown in Figure 6 .3 for the firs! four

bending modes.

6.3 Discussion

Natural frequencies estimated from the peak frequencies of the simulated FRFs and

P'TFs were very close to those obtai ned from the experiments for all the four bending

modes that were investigated. The maximum error was 2.67%. which was ob served in

the 4th bending mode (T able 6.3 ). The errors in the simulated FRF and P'1r peak

magnitudes were calculated based on the following equillion:

dB Errors - 10 . 109 ( Expe rimentalmagnitu d ej
fEA rnaqIu .tud e

andthe results are shown in Table 6 .4. From Figure 6.1 and Table 6.4. it is see n thatthe

FRFpeak magnitudes of the canti le ver plate, obtained by using I vac uum-beam model .

had excellent agreement with the e xperimental results for all fourbend ing modes. The

maximum error was 0.8 d B, which was ob served in the third bending mode. Whenan

air-beam model was used , the agreements between simulated and tested FRF peak

magnitudes were good for the 'lnd, 3rd,and 4th bending modes of the cantilever plate.

Relatively poor agreement was noted for the lsi bendi ng mode.
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Table 6.4 E r rors in simula ted FRF a nd PTF magni tu des

FRF PTF

Mod'
Vacu.-beam Air -beam Air-beam

(dB ) (dB I (dB)

1st bending 0.5 3.87 5.99

2nd bending 0.36 0.56 4 .39

3rd bending 0.80 0.36 0 .74

4th bending 0.003 0.11 0. 73

From T ables 6.2 and 6.4 and Figure 6.3. it was o bserved th a t the PTF peak magnitude s

of the cantilever plate, obtained from the experiments and the numerical simulations

demonstrated very good agreements for the 3rd and 4th bending modes. Again the

agreements were relative ly poor for the lo wer bend ing modes. The m aximum simulation

error of the PTF peak m agnitudes was about 5.99 dB. wh ich was observed in the 1st

bending mode.

The relatively poor numerical simulation re sults of FRF for th e 1st bending mode

and PTF for the lsi and 2ndbendi ng modes indicate d that the quiet boundary condition s

applied at the far boundaries of th e air-beam model were not appropriate for these lowe r

modes . doe to their long wavele ngths. Encrgy absorptions a t the interface be tween the

fluid and the far boundary must be introduced 10 reduce the simulation error.
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6.4 Summ ary

Zoom frequency responsefunction (FRF ) and near f ield acousticpressure transfer

function (PTF) of the cantilever pla te in air were simulated using the finite element

p rogram ABAQUS . Vacu um-beam and air-beam models we re used. The first Iour

bending modes of the can tilever p lait were determined. Damping ratios from the

experiments were usedas inputs in the numerical simulations. Quie!boundaryconditions

we re applied at the far field of the ai r-beam modeL Comparison betwee n experimental

and numericalresults were made on the FRF and PTF peakfrequenciesand magnitudes.

Good agreementswereobse rved for the FRF and PTF frequencies, the FRF magnitudes,

and the PTF magnitudes fo r the higher bending modes. The discrepancy of the PTF

mag nitude s for the lower mod es was relativel y large; 5.99 dB for the 1st bending mode.

Quiet boundary conditions u~ed in the simulations were found 10 be inappropriate fur

these lowe r modes. An abso rbing boundary should be introduced 10 im itate the energy

d isslpations at the interface between the fluid medium and the farficld boundaries.



CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIO N

Whi le searching for nondestru ctive and non co ntact detec tion meth ods 10 identify

the prese nce of fat igue cracks in bot h offshore and onshore structures. vibratio nal and

aco ustical properties of a cantileve r plate, with and without fatigue cracks . were

investiga ted through nume rical and experime ntal analy ses in b oth air and water .

In the experimental analysis, steel can ti lever pl ates of di mensions 649x205x I3.1

mm were subjected 10a cy cli c bendi ng fatigu e load of constan t ampli tu de. Vib rational

and acoustical measurements were ma de at varyi ng fat igue cycl es for the cantilev er plate

both in ai r and in water. Natural frequency, damping ratio and nonnallzed acoustic

intensity in the near field o f the fluid -structu re couple d system were ex tract ed. C hanges

in these parameter s due to fatigue and crac k growth were examined and the trends

an alyzed. From this study it can be concluded Ihat:

I . There were three regions in the growth of a fa tigue crack in the cantilev er plate

spe cimen:

(I ) Fatigue and crack initi ation regio n, for fatigue cycles ranging fro m 0 10

553.000:

(II) Stable crack growth re gion, for fatigue cycles ranging from 553.000 10

abo ut 1200.000.

( Iii) Fast crack gro wthand failure re gion, for fatigue cycles ran ging from about

1200 .000to 1435.000 cycles.
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A 20 mm long cra ck was observed at the bac k weld toe by the end of the first region.

In the second regio n, the c rack tended to grow as a sur face crack with a uniform increase

o f crack length on its surfac e and wi th a smal ler thickness penetration. TIle crac k grew

bo th in length and in depth very quickly in the third region. Wh;ll its length was equal

to the width of the plate. the crack became a plane crac k and the plate failed .

2. S ignificant changes in natural frequencies were observed in the third region of the

c rack gro wth. When the norm alized crack ar ea, which is the rene of the crack ure a In Inc

tot al cross sectional area of the plate, was about 33%, the crack wus detecta ble by a

ch ange in the natu ral freque ncies of 3-4%. within the first bending mode. Wh en the

normalize d crack area reach ed 57% . a 17% decrease in the natural frequencies occurred

w ithin the first be nding mode of the cantileve r both in air and in water. The natura l

fre quenci es droppe d slightly (2.1% ) in the fir st crack growth region and did not change

in the second region of the crack gr owth.

3. Th e torsional natural frequenci es were not sens itive to the existence of the crack

that propag ated in the width direction of the can tilever plate. which indicated tha t a crack

ac ts to Infl uence the modal frequency of a s tructure by chang ing the wave num ber or

ph ase velocity of the corresponding mode. Th e 1st bending mode which had the longes t

wavelength was infl uenced the most by the cr ack.

4. The dampi ng ratios increased by 1.5 to 2 time s in the third region of the crack

d eve lopment; this was observed for the 1st and 2nd ben ding mod es of the dry c antilever

and the 1st bending mode o f the sub merged cantilever plate both in air and in water.
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5. The peak magnitudes of the normalized acoustic Intensity decreased by 3 106 .7

dB fo r the dry and submerged canti lever pl ates in the Ihird region of the crac k growth.

which was observed(Of"the 2nd bending mode of the cantilever plate bol:h in ai r and in

water. and for the 3rd bending mode of the cantilever plate in air. 1be decrease of

acoustic po.....er flow in the l oomed freque ncy bands that included the natural modes of

the camije ver plate was 4 to 9 dB for the 2nd bending modes of the cantilever both in air

and in water. The acoustic intensity and energy flow varied very little in the second

region of the crack. growth and exhib ited irregu lar changes in the first region .

6. Co mpar ison s we re: made bet ween th e dry and submerged cantilever plates related

to changes in modal parameters due to fatigue and crack growth. Good agreemen ts were

observed forall the natural frequencies and the damping ratios of the lower modes. These

results indicate that modal analysis is a useful NOT method. and can be reliably

consid ered for pre liminary monitoring of SUbmerged sncrures.

7. CompuisoM were made between FRF· extracted and PTF-extracted modal

paramet ers of the cantilever plates. Excellent agreeme nts were noted be tween the natural

freque ncies and damping ratios of the submerged cantile ver plate, and the natural

frequencies and most of the modal damping ratios of the dry cantilever plate. Th ere were

discrep ancies in the FRF-exu acted and P1F-exuaeted damping ratios of the dry can tilever

plate. fo r the 2nd bending and the 4th tors ional mode s. which were possibly c aused by

the different energ y inputs in the FRF and P1F tests perfonned for the dry canti lever.

These results indicate that near field acoustic measureme nts are capable of detecting
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fatigue cracks in submerged structures by iden tifying changes in their modal paramete rs

and acous tic energy flows.

In o rder to distinguish the principle modal property changes caused by the fluid

medium and caused by the presence of fatigue cracks in a SUbmerged cantilever plate. the

effects of various subme rgence depths of the cantileve r plate on the modal properties were

studied be fore the specimen was fatigued. By carefully adjusting the water depths , modal

properties were established insensitive to smal l changes in immersion depths.

8. The natural frequencies decreased by 22 .6% when the can tilever plate was j ust in

contact wi th lhe water medium. A marked inc rease in damping ratios was also observed.

When the immersion depth ratio, which is the ra tio of immersion depth 10 the span length

of the can tilever plate exceeded 0.4, both natural frequencies and damping ratios tended

to be indepen dent to the depth of submergence. The maximum decrease in natural

frequencies associated with the submerged cantilever plate was 33% for the I.u be nding

mode. Dam ping ratios increased by I to 6 times for the different modes.

9. Th e added mass of the submerged can tilever plate was calculated and co mpared

with the results obtained by applying the empirical formula proposed by Lindholm ( 1965).

Good agreement was observed for the first to rs ional mode. The discrepancy wars 22% for

the 1st bend ing mode and it increased as the mode number increased. A freq uency

dependent added mass was proposed as follows :
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where A...I><l and A... are the added masses for the bending and torsional mode s. and I and

w are the le ngth and width of the cantilever plate . It should be noted that the expressed

Cannulation is only the curve filled re sults of the cantil ever plate investigated in this

stud y. Extensive studies are required on handling various dimensions of plate s to make

the formulae applicable to a wide range of caou lever plates.

Numerical studies focusedon estimating the natural frequencies of the uncracked

can tilever plate both in air and in water , and on simulating the vibrational FRF and the

near field acoustical PTFofthe uncrack.ed cantileverplate in air. An uncrecked cantilever

plate , with and without the welded stub in the test specimen. was modelled using the

ABAQUS computer program. The natural frequencies in air were estimated and

compared with the experimental results . Underwater shock analysis (USA) available in

ABAQUS was used to compute the free response of the submerged cantilever plate. The

natural frequencies wer e then estimated from the power spectrum of the free response and

compared with me experimental results.

Zoom FRFs and P1Fs of the cantilever plate in air were simulated using a

vacuum-beam and an air-beam model. Experimentally obtained damping ratios and
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frequency reso lutions were used as inputs in the numerica l simulations. Quie t boundarv

conditionswere applied to the far fieldof a light fluid medium. The peak frequencies and

magnitudesof the FRFs and the PTFs were estimated and co mparedwith the cxpcnmc mnl

results.

10. The first len natural frequencies o f the dry cantileve r plate, estimated from finite

element analys is with and wi thout consideration of the welded stub, show ed good

agreements with the ex perimental results. The numerical estimations gave slightly higher

values for the natural frequencies. The maximum d ifference was 5% for the 5fll bending

mode.

11. The firs t three bending frequencies of the submerged cantilever plate . estimate d

from numerical analysis, were compared with the experimental results for the deepes t

submergence in the experiments (430 mm). The maximum difference was 11 .7% for Ihe

third bending mode.

11. The peak magnit udes of the FRFs of the dry can tilever plate, estimated from

numerical analysis by using a vacuum-beam mode l, showe d good agreement with Ihe

experimental re sults fo r thl:first four bending modes . The maximum discrepancy was0 .8

dB.

13. The pe ak magn itudes of the PTFs of the dry cantilever plate, estimated from

numerical analy sis by using a air-beam model, showed good agreements with Ihe

experimental re sults for the 3,d and 4/h bending modes. Th e agreements for the 1.1"/ an d

2nd bending modes were relatively fair. The maximum d iscrepancy was ~.9 dB for the
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first hcnding mode, which indicated that the quiet boundary co nditions as applied at the

interface between the farfieJd boundary and the fluid medium were not appropriate for the

lower hending modes due to their long wavelengths.

14. The averaged natural frequencies of the dry cantilever. estimated from the peak

frequencies of the zoom FRF and PTF simulation results, showed good agreemen t with

the averaged values from the experiments for the first four bending modes. The

maximum discrepancy was 2.67% for the 4th bending modes.
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APPENDIX A Effect of Air Bubbles on FRFs of the Submerged

Can tilever Plate

Figure A.I A FRF or submerged cantilever plate with ai r bubbl es
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Figures A. I and A.2 showed FRFs of (he subme rged cantilever ptalc with and without

lhe inn uence of air bubbles al the Iluld-strecrure interface.

Figur e A.1 A. FRF or submerged cantilever platt with out ai r bubb les
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APPEN DIX B Norma lized Acoustic Intensities orthe Cantilever

O btaine d from the Exper iments

The normalized acoustic intensities (NAI) of the cantilever, in the direction that

is perpendicular 10 the plate surface, are shown in Table B. I to B.4 for the 2nd, 3rd and

4th bending modes in air and for the 2nd bending mode in water.

Ta ble 8 .1 Nomta Uud acoust ic:intensity (NAI) or the 2nd mode or the cantilever plate In air

x=13 x"'128 x:256
Fn

I, '~ '~ r, '\ '~ I, 'I i '\

200*1<Y 157.9 0.61 0.05 158. 4.32 J.6.06 157.9 18.2 93.

500*10' 157.2 0,47 - 1.56 157.2 3.99 16.02 157.2 ·5.1 20.4

553*' 01 156.5 1.4 13.78 156.5 1.83 32.7 156.7 9.8 90.

693*10) 156.8 1.71 10.17 156.9 5.27 35 .4 156.9 12.8 88.

1000* 10) 156.1 1.04 10 .23 156.3 4.85 43.7 156 9.02 83.2

1296*ltY 156. 1.0 9.11 156. 3.49 36.4 156 S.54 37.

1389*BY 153.7 0.51 8.72 153.7 1.61 29.1 153.8 4.56 31.

14 19· 1& 146.5 0.45 9.4 146.4 4.0 2 51 146.5 -IS. ."
1435· IOJ 141.5 - 1.3 2.4 141.5 -2.56 -.5.1 141 - 12. 28

' Ii - Normalized acoustic intensity at the peakfrequenc)'

' I, • Total acoustic power flow summarized over the loo med frequency band
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Table 8.2 NAb of the 3rd ben ding mode of th e ca nt ilever plale in air

Un it: I.l()l Micro W/m 2

x= 15 x:=128 x=256

Fo
f; ' I; 'I, r, 'I, ' I, f, ' I, 'I,

0 442.5 4.2 1 130 44 1.0 2.2 3 75.8

200*tW 438.5 4.04 94.1 43 8.5 8.76 194.7 437.9 5. 18 120.

500"'10) 435.4 0.83 40.0 436 .4 7.84 192.3 436.4 4.04 96.95

553*tW 434.2 1.42 76.55 434.5 5.02 ~3.7 434.2 5.2 106.3

693· 10) 434.5 3.52 92.54 435.3 6.49 185.3 435.1 4.2~ I l IA

lOOO* Uf 433 . 1 5.13 123.4 433 9.85 232 433 3.18 98.5

1296*10) 433 2.66 59.4 430.6 3.03 111.5 433 4.19 119.3

1389*10) 429.6 2.4 3 66.2 430.7 2.33 72.6 429.6 2.' 76

1419* (0) 418.1 0.53 28.8 417.5 1.34 3. 417.5 1.85 40

1435·10) 409.5 1.48 33 408.3 0.79 24.7 409 0.76 16.8

'u --- Normalized acoustic intensity at the peak frequency

II, •__Total acousti c power flow summarized over the zoomed frequency band
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Tab le 8 .3 NAls of the 4th bending mode of the cantilever in air

Unit: ."'IOJ Micro W/ m'

x:13 x.,128 x=256

F"y
t, ' I, 'I, f, 'r, 'I, f, 'I, ' I,

200"'103 853.1 3.64 232.9 852.5 5.03 328.7 852.5 1.92 123.9

500"'1O' 846.0 3.00 206 .8 845.3 5.82 343.1 846.2 1.92 115.7

553·10 ) 843.2 2.78 234,1 843.4 7.2 399.4 844.5 1,96 118.2

693'"10) 843.7 5.43 255.7 844.5 12.6 487 844.4 2 .95 136.2

1000"'10) 840.3 4.38 215 841.3 6.69 346 840.5 2.09 110

1296"'10) 843 .1 9.77 374 840.1 12.5 490 843 3.83 142

1389"' (0) 840,4 11.2 378 840.3 25.7 720 840.5 5.56 168

1419"'10) 833.6 27.2 502 833 .7 55.7 1019 834.3 5.91 155

1435"'10) 826.8 16.6 409 826 .8 27.8 628 827 10.2 220

'n ... Normalized acoustic intensity at the peakfrequency

-I, --- Totalacoustic powerflowsummarized overthe zoomedfrequency band
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Table 8 .4 NAb or the 1114 bend ing mode or the ca nlUntt in wa ter

x=15 x= 128 x=384
F~

f, 'I, 'I, f, 'I, 'I, f, ' I, 'I,
.

200· UP 107.9 -3 .24 -16.6 107.4 -5.98 -40.S 107.4 ·30 -22

500 "'10) 106.9 ·7.87 43 107.3 -7' -640 107.3 · 108 ·456

SSO"'ltY 106 .8 · 7.89 -S~ 106 .8 ·50 -286 106.8 4 ' -377

693"'tW 107.11 4 .• -34.1 106 .8 -3. -293 106.9 -ss -39 1

IOOO· IW 106.6 -8.13 -34 106 .9 - 10.8 -II I 106.6 -zs 44

1296"'1()l 106.3 -8.41 -50.7 1063 -I. · 211 106.3 -28 · 156

1389 "' loJ 105.8 -4.37 -59.9 105.6 -27.9 -3 12 10.5.8 -97 -274

1419· I(f 10111 44.' -J 15 100. 3 -184 -999 99.7 -1. 5 -1306

143S"'1Ql 9 6.4 -40.9 -307 96.4 -204 · 1259 96.4 -228 - 1389

' u - Nonnalized acoustic imensity at the peak frequency

I ~ _ _ Total acoustic power summarized aver the zoomedfrequency band
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APPE NDIX C FRF and PTF Magn itudes of the Uncracked

Cantile ver Plat e

Tobie C.I FRF and PTF magnitu des of the untracked eanutleve r obtaine d

from the expe riments ( d B value = 20 log lo(Lin.»

lsi bending 2nd bend ing 3nd bending 4th bending

FRF PTF FRF PTF FRF PTF FRF PTF
F"

(dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB)

200,000 35.8 34.8 12.4 28.5 7.79 21. 4.77

500.000 40.8 33.8 11.5 28.2 7.25 22.2 5.36

550,000 39.7 16.4 34.7 11.0 28. 5.48 24. 7.0

693.000 39.S 34.2 11.5 27.1 5.51 24.9 7.26
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